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SMUDGED PRINT
Kentucky Windage
(By P. W.)
With this issue, The NEWS has gone
back to "offset" printing after a layoff of
nearly eleven months. The change may not
be readily apparent to many readers, but one
change will be immediately noticeable: the
pictures are very clear and more attractive
that is possible any other way.
Unfortunately, we do not have very
many pictures in this first section, this week;
we didn't have time to go out and take many.
But we will have, and with our forthcoming
issues we expect to have more than ever be-
fore. And they will be larger and easier to
see. Just take a good look at the pictures in
our special Fulton Bank section, which was
printed offset, and you will see what I mean.
Offset printing is the photographer's ideal.
Offset newspaper printing requires a
whole range of new equipment and composi-
tion techniques, and, by comparison, it is so
simple to produce that even intelligent high
school students can master it in short order.
As a matter of fact we have two, both work-
ing with us under DECA program at South
Fulton High School and both doing excep-
tionally well after only 21/2 months in this
complicated and exacting business.
Donna Rushing, a South Fulton senior,
is now one of our ad compositors and typeset-
ters. Donna puts together one of the page
grocery ads each week quickly and efficient-
ly and never even gets ink on her fingers.
She is also setting type on our Justowriter
and has set a number of the stories you read
in this issue.
Diane Horton, also a South Fulton sen-
ior, is another of our ad compositors who
puts together two pages of grocery ads each
week and helps me on general advertising
makeup during the hectic Monday hours that
we assemble the pages of our "Shopper" sec-
tion.
Both are under older, more experienc-
ed supervision, of course, because one
doesn't learn all of the wrinkles in this busi-
ness in 21/2 months. But they are producing
via offset what it would take five years to
learn _dèallnwithh inet3L„cadikle-tipped
sawi Fourers, planers, stripcasters, casting
boxes, ludlows, linotype machines, proof
presses and the like.. . none of which could
be operated by high school girls anyhow.
Well, so much for offset. From strictly
the makeup of news columns and pages, I do
not think it is nearly as neat and precise as
the locked-up hot-metal page, but there are
compensations.
You don't get that feeling of really
"traveling somewhere" when you go by jet
plane, as compared to seeing the country
from a passenger train window, but you get
there a lot faster and more economically,
which is the name of the game.
And if you think you may be detecting
a note of nostalgia for the "old" newspaper
printing method, in these brief comments,
you are not. In 24 years of standing on my
two feet in front of a sheet-fed press or fold-
er, I have fed something like three million
sheets of paper, in the process of printing and
assembling a weekly paper. That, too, is hap-
pily over, I hope.
Let's talk a little bit about Bananas
I don't read any of the marketing publi-
cations in the fruit business, so I may not be
"up" on what's going on, but I have noticed
recently that in addition to the well-known
"Chiquita" banana imported by United Fruit
Company, and the 'Cabana" banana import-
ed by our old friends and Banana-Festival
boosters from Standard Fruit Company, we
now have "Bonita" bananas and "Turbana"
bananas.
These brands are in the form of little
stickers affixed to each hand of bananas.
I had always regarded a banana as a ba-
nana, but maybe that's not true 'Bonita" ba-
(Continued On Page Six)
Jottings from - -.
Jo's
Notebook
I've got a column all written, lying on
my desk, waiting to be published. Fags de-
cision to go off-set this week crowded me out
of the picture.
It's just as well. The aforementioned
(Continued on Page 6)
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Brody Williamson, named one of Kentucky's six outstandlne young farmers by she Kentucky
Jaycees, received a Winchester rifle November 12 from the Fulton Jaycees. Admirirtg the riff'
is Jaycee Bobby Powell. On Tuesday night Brady was notified That he had been selected as one
of this three top finalists, with the final decision for the top farmer to be selected Saturday
night in Louisville.
City Of Fulton Is Unaware
Of Fluoridation Regulation
News that Fulton—a fourth-class city—may
be violating State Health Department regula-
tions by not having its water supply fluoridated
comes as a complete surprise this week to city of-
ficials, The News learned Tuesday.
The information—not especially directed to
Fulton, but to all State-wide communities—was
contained in a news release from the Kentucky
Department of Public Information dealing with
a recommendation by the Kentucky Legislative
Research Commission. The LRC recommends, in
a current report, that fluoridation of public water
supplies should be extended throughout ALL of .
Kentucky.
The story contains this par-
agraph, "At present, a Health
Department regulation requires
the fluoridation of water in
cities of the first four classes,
and in water districts of com-
parable size*"
"It's news to me", one city
Commissioner told The NEWS
Tuesday. "We are inspected
periodically for purity and qual-
ity of our city water by health
officials, but to my knowledge
this discrepancy has never been
reported", he said. "If, indeed
it is a discrepancy," he added.
Another source close to city
operations, who asked not to
Senator Hubbard Listed Among
America's Outstanding Citizens
The Mayfield-Graves County
Chamber of Commerce was in-
formed today that State Senator
Carroll Hubbard of Mayfield has
been selected this week as one
of the "Outstanding Young Men
of America."
The announcement came from
Doug Blankenship, a former
United States Jaycee president
who serves in New York
as Chairman of the Board
of Advisory Editors of the 1970
edition of "Outstanding Young
Men of America."
Blankenship stated, "Senator
Hubbard and the other young
men selected have distinguished
themselves in one or more
fields of endeavor to the point
of being very outstanding."
Criteria for selection in-
cludes a young man's services
to others, professional excel-
lence, business acheivements,
charitable activities and civic
service.
In 1968 Hubbard was selected
by the Kentucky Jaycees as
"One of the Three Outstanding
Young Men of Kentucky."
Hubbard, 33, represents
Graves, Marshall, Carlisle,
Hickman and Fulton Counties
SENATOR HUBBARD
in the Kentucky Senate. He is
Chairman of the Senate Judic-
iary Committee. At present
Hubbard serves as State Or-
ganization Chairman in the Ken-
tucky gubernatorial campaign
of former Governor Bert T.
Combs.
be quoted by name, stated that
Fulton does not fluoridate its
city water, and he knew of no
law that required it. "We have
about one-half of one percent
natural fluoride already pre-
sent in our water", he added.,
The regulation, if indeed it
is a regulation that local of-
ficials are not aware of, will
come as a pleasant surprise to
many local parents who have
long wished for fluoridation of
city water for the special ben-
efit of the teeth of their child-
ren. Some ten years ago a strong
csrnpaign to fluoridate Fulton
c water supplies was defeated
in local referendum, and since
that time the matter has been
dormant.
South Fulton does add fluor-
ide to its water, The News
understands.
Following is the text of the
story this week from Frankfort:
"WATER—F LUORIDATION
EXTENSION IS ADVISED"
"Extension of the fluoridation
of public water supplies to all
Kentucky was recommended in
a Legislative Re se a r c hCom-
mission (LRC) report.
"Only 44 per cent of Ken-
tucky's inhabitants now have
access to fluoridated, water,
according to a study made by
order of the 1970 General As-
sembly. The study concluded
that the drinking of fluoridated
water is not injurious to humans
and pointed out that most med-
ical and scientific authorities
agree that such water reduces
dental trouble.
.At present, a Health De-
partment regulation requires
the fluoridation of water in
cities of the first four classes
and in water districts of com-
parable size. The LRC report
advised that statewide fluori-
dation of water tie compelled
by law."
ANNUAL SALE
Fulton High Students are
Placing orders for annuals this
week, and the sale will go
through November 23. The
price of the annual is $6.00, and
Deborah Hutchins and Louella
Puckett are the editors.
MOND7t inlfrrY
The lini7ez3ity cf Tennessee
at Martin has rs-nived ap-
proval for the e5t•inzltraent of
a chapter of vie Yational
Honor Society of Phi Kappa
Phi.
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Williamson Now In Top
As 'Outstanding Farmer'
On Tuesday night, when a great many area
residents were either in bed, or enjoying TV, or
some other evening relaxation, Brady William-
son was atop of his combine harvesting a late
Fall crop of beans.
Meanwhile at home, about nine o'clock p. m.
Brady's father and mother were answering a
very important long distance telephone call that
brought some exciting news to them about their
son . . . he had just been selected as one of the
three top finalists for the State of Kentucky in
the Jaycees-sponsored "Outstanding Farmer of
the Year," competition.
In their eagerness to tell Brady of the high
honor, they had to tread around many acres try-
ing to locate him to tell him the good news. In
his soft-spoken drawl, Brady received the an-
nouncement, and undoubtedly went right on
finishing his combining, with the help of a friend-
ly moon, and some highly mechanized farm
equipment.
Brady Williamson is just that kind of guy.
If, by chance, and a very good one, he is selected
the State's "Outstanding Young Farmer," and be
in the running for America's outstanding farmer,
Brady might just accept the award with grati-
tude, and hurry back home, for a good farmer's
work is never done.
Brady Williamson of Route
4, Fulton, was named Saturday
night, November 14, as one of
the six outstanding young
farmers in Kentucky by Ken
Brown of Beaver Dam, pres-
ident of the Kentucky Jaycees.
Williamson had previously
been named Fulton County's
"Outstanding Young Farmer
of 1970" by the Fulton Jaycees.
A team of inspectors from
the state Jaycees visited his
farm and talked to Williamson
Tuesday morning, November
17. Kentucky's outstanding
25 Christmas Boxes
Heading For Vietnam
Twenty-five servicemen
from the Fulton and South Ful-
ton area now serving in Viet-
nam will he beneficiaries of
the 1970 "Operation Santa
Claus" project now being
readied for shipment.
The annual campaign to pro-
vide Christmas boxes to local
servicemen serving in Vietnam
is financed by voluntary con-
tributions from local residents.
In addition, a substantial amount
of the contents of each box is
donated, including such as
home-made cookies,
The boxes are being packed
this week and will be mailed
next Saturday.
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Young farmer will be chosen at
the Jaycees' fall board meeting
Friday and Saturday in Louis-
ville.
Williamson was honored No-
vember 12 at the Fulton Jay-
cees' meeting at the Travelers
Inn Restaurant in South Ful-
ton. He received a plaque from
the Farm Bureau. Other prizes,
including a Winchester .22 auto-
matic rifle, a set of wrenches,
and 40 pounds of grass seed,
were donated by Butts Feed
Mills, Southern States Cooper-
ative, Nailling Implement Com-
pany, Reed Brothers, and Brow-
der Milling Company.
Williamson's award was
based on his service to the
Jaycees and on his successful
farming techniques. He owns
or rents 1,178 acres and was
one of the first farmers in
Fulton County to use modern
methods such as aerial seeding
and low-till planting.
Bobby Caldwell, William-
son's next-door neighbor on
Route 4, F'ulton, gave William-
son a plaque from the Farm
Bureau. He also received a
Winchester ,22 automatic rifle,
a set of wrenches, and a supply
of grass seed from Butts Feed
Mill, Browder Milling Com-
pany, Heed Brothers, Nailling
Implement Company. and South-
ern States Cooperative.
In other business at the meet-
ing, the Jaycees voted to re-
establish a "Jaycee of the
Month" award. They presented
it to Jerry Johnson for his
work as chairman of the air-
port improvement project.
Holiday activities were dis-
cussed and the Jaycees decided
to hold a Thanksgiving dance
tor teen-agers on Friday,
November 27, at the American
Legion Building in Fulton.
Williamson was chosen chair-
man of the Christmas Basket
Committee and Bill Jackson
was named chairman of the
Christmas Lighting Award
Committee.
LOST PET
A little child has lost his
pet cat, so if you see or have
seen a gray • maltese tomcat
with a red collar which stray-
ed from Jackson street in Ful-
ton please call 472-3478, and an
anxious youngster will make a
claim.
•••
STATUE UNVEILED: At the Nev. 11 (mooing+g in links, City, Tenn., of a lifis•itli gralta.
statue of the late Congressmen Robert A. "Fats" Everett Mitre were many prominent persons,
including (from left) Gov. Buford Ellington of Tennessee, Congressmen and Mrs. Frank A.
Stubblefield of Murray, Mayor C. H. "Red" Adams of Union City, and Dr. and Mrs. Harry
M. Sparks, president of Muray State University. Everett was frequently referred to as Murray
States "No. 1 alumnus."
--- So That "Dumb" Trooper Handed You A Ticket..
(Editor's Note: This article
by Com miss ioner Newman,
himself a former State Trooper,
Is timely reading . . . espec-
(ally in the light of tfte recent
toll of 36 Kentuckian killed In
two weekends' traffic end not
long ego the accident fatal to
Asst. Atty. Gen. John B.
Browning.)
By W. 0. Newman,
Commissioner
KENTUCKY STATE DEPART-
MENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
Maybe you're one of them.
Are you one of the people who
call me on the telephone or
write me a letter to tell me my
troopers are stopping motorists
and giving them tickets for
"no reason at all?" I wouldn't
know—you never give your
name
You tell me you're a good
citizen and a safe driver just
using Interstate 64 for what it
was intended—speed. And that
"dumb cop" gave you a ticket.
You break my heart! I hope
the next time you're tearing
down the road at 85 mph that
trooper catches you again. I
hope he gives you another
ticket and the traffic judge
takes your license away. I hope
he catches you before you
smash into a concrete bridge
abutment at 85 mph and he
has to pry your lifeless body
out of that crushed speed ma-
chine of yours.
I hope we can teach you a
lesson with a ticket so maybe
you won't cause a wreck and
cost somebody else his or her
life.
You really break my heart
telling me you don't have time
to go to court about that ticket.
i wish you could come with me
to the scene of a wreck some-
time. I wish I could make you
stand and watch a man writhe
in the gravel on the shoulder
of a highway while he waits
for an ambulance that will get
there too late to do anything
but carry him to the morgue.
I wish I could make you help
scrape the bits of bone and
flesh of a whole family off the
asphalt and into baskets. You'd
vomit just like my troopers do,
but you'd think differently the
next time you climbed into that
car of yours.
You said you were driving
safely when the trooper stop
pad you. The road was clear
and there was no harm in edg-
ing over the speed limit a few
miles per hour, you said. I'm
really impressed with your
ability to judge road conditions.
I'm only sorry a trooper wasn't
at that same place a few
months ago when a man with a
wife and four children had a
blowout at over 80 mph. He
might have slowed him down,
and his children would still
have a father and his wife a
husband.
Oh, am I getting you mad
again? That man might have
been mad if a trooper had
stopped him. He might have
written me a letter. But he'd be
alive.
Your letter doesn't bother
me, friend. What bothers me is
that you apparently haven't
learned your lesson. You're
probably going to get back be-
hind the wheel of your car
thinking you own the road and
nothing can happen to you.
You don't think about the other
people on the road who want to
so on living.
And who gave your kid driv-
ing lessons? You? Then he's
•
mobably gotten a couple of
tickeks, too. It's no wonder he
weaves in and out of traffic,
speeds and leaves strips of
burned rubber at stop lights.
I hope we catch him, too,
mister; before we have to call
you and your wife to come
identify his body at the mor-
gue. I don't want to watch you
crying and wishing you hadn't
let him have a car until he
learned to drive maturely.
And you say you want my
troopers to let you off with a
warning. What you really want
is for us to stop doing our jobs.
You want us to let you go until
you meet another guy just like
you—head on.
I wish you could come with
me to a wreck and see the
seared body of a victim after
the fire department has finish-
ed its job of extinguishing 15
(Continued on Page 6)
Ellington Calls
"Fats" Everett
"Giant Of Man"
Between 8,000 and 10,000
people turned out Wednesday,
November 11, in Union City for
the unveiling of a statue of the
late Congressman Robert A.
"Fats" Everett.
Tennessee Gov. Buford El-
lington, principal speaker at the
ceremony, called Everett "a
giant of a man, not only
physically but in service to his
fellow man."
Other speakers includedSen-
ator-elect Bill Brock, Sen.
James 0. Eastland of Mis-
sissippi, Union City Mayor
Charles Adams, and Bill Caw
former commanderof the
American Legion in Tennessee.
U. S. Representative Frank
A Stubblerield of Murray and
Dr. Harry 14, Sparks, west-
(Continued on Page 6)
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PAUL end JOHANNA M. WESTPHIELING
Edifiers and Publishers
"were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, I should not hestitate to preter
latter." 
—THOMAS JEFFERSON
A Salute To Progressive Fulton Bank For
Twenty-Five Progressive Years of Growth
Here in Fulton we have two
good banks, and we are proud of
both of them. They have kept up
with the times, offer all of the
most modern and attractive quar-
ters and facilities, and are assets
to the community and to the area
that it serves.
Our special salute this week
goes to the Fulton Bank, which is
observing its first quarter-century
of business in the community.
While it is considerably the
newer of the two, the Fulton Bank
has been an extra-hard-working
organization that has made rapid
strides in its twenty-five years of
business. The fact that is has serv-
ed this community and this area
well is attested to by amazing
growth in deposits, its handsome
quarters, its financial soundness
and its attentive staff of em-
ployees.
All of this could not have
come without tremendous hard
work, service to the community,
and confidence of the bank's cus-
tomers .. . plus a real desire by the
officials of the Bank to actively
participate in, and assist the busi-
nessmen of the area as much as
they were able.
This kind of attitude provides
the real help that any bank can
provide any community, and with-
out it, no community can consider
itself "on the move" in an up-
ward direction.
The owners of this newspaper
have been in Fulton nearly as long
as has the Fulton Bank, and we
have watched them grow. We
know what made them grow. We
have noted countless cases of their
service, their willingness to help
people, their good advice, their
eagerness to contribute time and
money to worthwhile community
betterment.
Our sincere congratulations
to the Directors of the Fulton
Bank on a milestone achieved. We
are only sorry that such fine men
as Ira Little and Smith Atkins
couldn't be around to smile at that
November statement elsewhere in
today's paper.
Farm Bureau Backs Court Ruling That
Public Employees Have No Right To Strike
by Roy Stevens
Ky, Farm Bureau Federation
The Kentucky Court of Ap-
peals, in a unanimous decision on
October 30, said Kentucky's teach-
ers do not have the legal right to
strike.
The decision was a correct
one, based on the law as interpret-
ed by responsible men.
But before the ink was dry on
the court's ruling, Richard L. Mil-
ler, president of the Kentucky
Federation of Teachers, said that
regardless of what the court said,
Kentucky's teachers will strike
when they get good and ready.
Granted, Miller has a right to
question the decision. But his pro-
nouncement that teachers will
defy the law was something less
than a shining example of that de-
sirable attribute known as respect
for law. (How can respect be
taught if it isn't practiced?)
Fortunately, Miller does not
represent all of Kentucky's teach-
ers.
In fact, KEA Executive Sec-
retary Marvin Dodson, in a recent
conversation, took a much more
moderate approach in his reaction
to the strike ruling by Kentucky's
highest court.
"The Kentucky Education As-
sociation," said Dodson, "has
never advocated breaking the law,
and it's never occurred to us to
advocate that." Any future action
to be taken relative to strikes,
Dodson added, will be up to the
teachers.
Actually, the decision of the
Court of Appeals applied to all
public employees, not just to
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teachers. The decision upheld a
Jefferson Circuit Court injunction
issued last March which ordered
striking teachers back to the class-
rooms.
In documenting the basis for
its decision, the court observed
that under common law "it is re-
cognized that public employees do
not have the right to strike or en-
gage in concerted work stop-
pages," and added that state law
"clearly and expressly" excludes
public employees from the right to
strike granted non-public em-
ployees.
In explaining why public em-
ployees are not granted the right
to strike while workers in private
industry are granted this right,
the court said:
"Under our system, the gov-
ernment is established by and run
for all of the people, not for the
benefit of any person or graup.
The profit motive, inherent in the
principal of free enterprise, is
absent. It should be the aim of
every employee of the government
to do his or her part to make it
function as efficiently and eco-
nomically as possible. The drastic
remedy of the organized strike to
enforce the demands of unions of
government employees is in direct
contravention of this principal."
The court further observed that
(a) denial of the right to strike
does not impose 'involuntary ser-
vitude" on teachers because they
can terminate their contracts if
they desire; and (b) denial of the
right to strike does not violate the
rights of free speech and public
assembly since "such rights are
not absolute but are limited by the
countervailing rights of others."
We would venture the opin-
ion that Miller is not expressing
the general attitude of Kentucky's
teachers.
For if he is, there is rough
sledding ahead for all of us inter-
ested in a good educational sys-
tem.
And, perhaps more import-
ant, it's going to make it awfully
difficult to tell our young people
they should have reverence for
the law if a respected profession
decides to ignore a proper court
decision.
FRIENDSHIP
Oh, THE COMFORT-the inexpressible comfort
of feeling safe with a person,
Having neither to weigh thoughts,
Nor measure words-but pouring them
All right out-just as they are-
Chaff and grain together-
Certain that a faithful hand will
Take and sift them-
Keep what is worth keeping-
And with the breath of kindness
Blow the rest away.
Dinah Maria Mulock Craig
BY LUCY DANIEL
There are many more books
than just one kind.
There are sad books, happy
books, and books that rhyme--
If there is a book that you
must find,
Come to our library, we have
every kind!!!!!
HELLO MEXICO, by Morris
Weeks. When Cortes first
traveled to the heart of the land
that is now Mexico, he found
a kingdom of exquisite beauty
and absolute power--the Aztec
empire at its height in the op-
ulence Of precious metals,
temples, and gardens. Today
this beautiful and varied land
is the only country in Latin
America With a thriving middle
class and the first Spanish-
speaking country anywhere to
play host to the international
Olymic games. Mexico can
boast an educational system
which has had a more rapid
rate Of growth than any other
in the world.
ESCAPE ROOM, by Airey
Neave. Here, for the first time,
is one Of the most unbelievable
stories Of World War II--the
story Of Room 900, London.
This secret organization main-
Leiters To Editor
Mr. and Mrs. Westpheling:
I want to thank each and
everyone of my County for be-
extra careful with burning dur-
ing the fire season.
The hunting season will be In
effect November 19th and we
are asking all hunters to be ex-
tra careful with fires while
hunting.
Stated below is the Kentucky
Statute 149.390. Fires to
capture and destroy game pro-
hibited.
No person shall willfully and
knowingly set fire to any for-
est land not his own, or hollow
trees or stumps of flammable
material on land not his own to
capture or destroy wild bird or
quadrupeds or to destroy feed-
ing or breeding grounds there-
on.
George Harrington, County
Ranger for Fulton-Hickman
Counties also urges all rest-
American soldiers and airman.
FAMILY FINANCE, by Carl-
ton Smith. Isn't it about time
you made your money work as
hard for you as you worked for
it? That is what the Time-Life
Book of Family Finance is all
about helping people get the
most out Of their money. It
is packed with hundreds of prac-
tical ideas and methods that any
family--from newlyweds to re-
tired couples—can use to make
and save money.
MR. CROOK LIFTS THE
MASK, by Anthony Gilbert.
Miss May Forbes, spinster of a
typical small English town,
sees a peculiar burial while
she is out in the adjoining wild
woods. She convinces herself
that it is the wrapped-up body
of a dog, but she has sense
enough to run from the man
who is doing the burying. Two
days later police dug up the
corpse of a local girl, and May,
who had actually seen the
murderer, is therefore in con
THE FACE OF INNO-
CENCE, by Elizabeth Ogilvie.
Susan Linden saw herself as
an ordinary suburban wife and
tamed a network of escapeAnother, until she walked into
routes across occupied Europe
for Allied prison campescapees
and downed airmen. The char-
acters in this Wok, from all
walks Of life, Were united in
a great human cause, that saved
over 2000 British and over 3000
the local art museum on a
lovely September day and
came face to face with the
identity she thought she had
outrun eighteen years before.
Her enterprising mother had
palmed Leslie Danton off as a
reincarnated Egyptian prin-
cess, who expressed herself
through her paintings on
Egyptign themes. Leslie ran
away from it all and changed
her name to Susan Linden, and
her family thought she had
been killed.
YOUR CHILD'S SPEECH
PROBLEMS by Charles Van
Riper. Designed for the parents
of children with speech disord-
ers, this took provides the es-
sential information they need
in understanding the nature
and causes of the speech prob-
lem. It describes in detail and
through anecdotal accounts how
other parents have helped
their children acquire normal
speech. R covers the home
treatment of children with ef-
fective consonant sounds, stut-
tering, cleft pala'e speech,
voice disorders, and language
difficulties of all sorts. It
stresses the need for creation
of a speech climate in the home
which is favorable for the ac-
quisition of good speech.
lists, again in anecrWal form,
the common mistakes made
and shows the ways parents
can help the professional
speech therapIst in his work.
Besides parents, public sebools
and other professional speech
therapists will welcome this
book, as they always need ma-
terial to recommend in colic- SAMPLER OF AMERICAN
soling. Dr. Van Riper, a top SONGS,by Maym le Krythe.
authority in the speech correc-
tion field is di t f connected With some of our most
Here are background and lore
States is well known. What is
not known is the story Of 19,
the unofficial intelligence or-
ganization which operates in
total secrecy and with fabled
efficiency inside the official
structure. In this story Of the
world Of cloak and dagger,
Roger tells about it.
THE MODERN BUSINESS
LETTER WRITER'S MANUAL,
-637Tra-rjane Cloke. This manual
is different. It doesn't deal
With procedures of systems--it
deals with people and how to
affect their thinking through let-
ter writing. In its pages you
will learn the secret Of re-
lating to people—through let-
ters; getting people to do or
think as you want—through let-
ters; building a successful busi-
ness—through letters.
AMERICA'S CHRISTMAS HER-
ITAGE, by Ruth Cole ITainen.
Christmas in America is a
warm and wonderful holiday,
a season when all the various
elements Of our population,
whatever their origins and re-
ligions, thoroughly enjoy them-
selves. It is a time for feasting,
for celebrating Old practices,
for renewing ties with our fore-
bears and the customs they
brought from the homeland,
dents to remember that the
4:30 burning law will be miffed
until December 15th. If a fire
should get out Of control in your
area call George Harrington at
472-2485, or the Division Of
Forestry District Office in
Mayfield at 247-9919.
The Kentucky Division Of
Forestry appreciated all co-
operation they receive in help-
ing to enforce the burning laws
in the state. The last words
we say is "THANKS TO ALL."
Sincerely,
George Herrington
County Ranger
TheSitizans Bank
Morehead, Kentucky
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Westpheling:
Just a quick note to tell you
that I appreciated you giving
publicity to lanes Dobbins be-
ing elected President of the
Kentucky Bankers Association
and I had a nice letter from
him and he said that he had
written you a letter Of thanks.
If is a case of a "home
town boy" making good and
I felt that it would be of in-
terest to many of his boy-
hood friends. His father
and mother moved to Louis-
ville and he became a Vice
President of Belknap Hard-
ware Co.
If there are any charges for
making the cut twill be pleased
to pay for same upon advice
from you.
With all good wishes, I am,
Sincerely,
Glenn W. Lane
Liberty National Bank and Trust
Company Of Louisville
Louisville, Kentucky
November 10, 1070
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
I have Just received a letter
from Glenn Lane Of Morehead,
Kentucky with a clipping out Of
your newspaper With a picture
Of me and an article relating
to my election to the Presidency
Of KBA.
I just want to thank you for
the exceptionally nice recog-
nition given me and the article
which you ran.
I will never forget the many
happy years that I spent while
Western Michigan University, 
ill('AMeriClin won,. irOrd Illawintinlrr FAMS11MIMMA,Speech and Hearing Clinic fanibat '
Kalamazoo, Michigan. He writ- 
Yankee Doodle colonial 
 .anscdhoog°Iiiirtherecmg. My many associ-
es with warmth and humor. 
days tocontemporary favorites.
atlons there have been in-The book tells how the songs
valuable to me over the years.came to be written, kW they
have been sung and enjoyed With kindest personal re-
19, by Roger Hall. The story through the years, and interes- gards, I am,
Of the Official secret intell- ting facts about the lives of the
igence structure of the United composers and poets.
TWENTY - YEARS AGO
NOVEMBER 10, 1950
The Secretary of Agriculture announced
October 4 that there will be no acreage allot-
ments on the 1951 cotton crop.
Mrs. Randall Burcham and Mrs. Fred Homra
are urging local citizens to make reservations
now in order to be assured of a table at the an-
nual Woman's Club Thanksgiving party, Novem-
ber-4th-
Miss Sara Bell Whitesell, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Hunter Whitesell of West State Drive,
has been pledged by the Del Vers Club at Ward-
Belmont College in Nashville, Tennessee accord-
ing to a recent announcement. Del Vers is one of
the ten social clubs on the Ward-Belmont
campus.
The American Legion and Auxiliary of
Marshall Alexander Post No. 72 will celebrate
Armistice Day Saturday night with a joint sup-
per at the cabin.
A pleasant surprise awaits -Fulton shoppers
from now through December 23rd. Some sixty
retail merchants of Fulton have banded together
to form the Fulton Retail Merchants Association
and to organize the biggest promotion here in
twenty years.
Howard C. Orr, Executive Director of the
-.Kentucky Chapter of the National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis has announced that Jen-
nings Kearby, attorney in Fulton, has been nam-
ed to direct the work of the Chapter for Infantile
Paralysis in Fulton County.
.,•ommill••••••••
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
NOVEMBER 6, 1925
Wednesday was the first big trade day of the
autumn season inaugurated by local merchants.
The sight of three inches of snow and the icicles
hanging from the eaves of houses was an incen-
tive for the thinly clad to provide a change to
meet weather conditions for their own comfort.
J. P. Jeffress of Route one presented the edi-
tor with a gallon bucket of sorghum Saturday.
Mr. Jeffress enjoys the reputation of making the
finest sorghum in this section of the country.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Browder and pretty lit-
tle daughter. Marian of Bristow, Okla., are the
Euest of Leon's mother and father, Mr. and Mrs.
Enoch Browder.
Mrs. Harvyl Boaz was named honoree for a
miscellaneous shower when Mesdames Harry
Scate and Gideon Willingham entertained Tues-
day afternoon at the home of Mrs. Scates. Those
assistinq in entertaining and serving were: Miss
Mary Webb. Mesdames L. 0. Bradford, H. T.
Alexander. George Alley. I. W. Dobbins, J. D.
Davis. Alf Hornbeak, Claude Freeman, J. W.
Shepherd, J. F. Royster, Maude Parsons, and lit-
tle Misses Jane Alley and Catherine Scates.
SEVENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
(Prom the files of the Hickman Courier)
NOVEMBER 1895
A negro at Clay City bet a year in slavery
against $10.00 that Bradley would be elected gov-
ernor. The results of the election last week show-
ed that Bradley was elected governor and the
negro collected his $10.00.
Even Kentucky, our beloved next-door
neighbor, has elected a Republican governor and
a Republican legislature. Dark times are these
for democracy, but present contact with Mother
Earth will give us renewed strength for the bat-
tle of '96. Poor old Kentucky, the heart of Ten-
nessee bleeds for her. — Union City Commercial.
Mr. Mat Wright, a well-known express mes-
senger, who formerly ran between Nashville and
Hickman, was injured in a railroad wreck Sun-
day night near Franklin, Tenn.
Mr. R. S. Roberts' and Miss Pearl Goalder,
both of Hickman, were married on November 11
at the residence of the bride's sister in St. Louis.
Mr. Jo Roper and Miss Kate Bynum, both of
this county, were married on November 12 at the
Bracken House in Union City. The bride is the
daughter MT. Doc Bynum, of the Cayce neighbor-
hood.
Sincerely yours,
I. W. Dobbins, Jr.
President
Dear Editor,
For the good of our country,
please publish this as a public
service feature. It makes me
little, if anything, but causes
many to make their own houses,
feeders, etc., and destroy a lot
otarlffinlighsy., disease spreading
Starlings.
One Purple Martin eats 4,000
daily,house flies, ares,m goszucrcosbms,panetyc:
sing from dawn to dark, are
beautiful and very fast tonight.
I seldom see a mosquito and
very few house flies before Sep-
tember after the Martins have
gone South for the winter.
A pair Of Blue Birds or Wrens
will eat enough bugs and Cut
worms in one day to pay you
for a nesting place for them.
Their houses should have two
doors to prevent being trapped
by cats, snakes, etc. Wren doors
should be 1" holes. Blue Birds
doors should be 1 1/4" holes.
Starlings look larger but go
easy in a 1 3/8" hole.
Ten and 14 nest Martin
Houses are most practical, 3/4
inch wood is very good for keep-
ing them cool, should lift apart
for quick easy cleaning, spar-
rows nests must be removed
from houses. The Martin can
not remove or re-use them. It
is easy to build in mounting to
fit end Of 4" X 4" for inex-
pensive easy mounting.
Metal houses are unnatural
and very hest, when sun goes
oudotwsnidetheandmectaajusecsools insideuicto
sweat and dampness kills most
young ones. All houses should
have bottom Corners cut out for
drainage. Rain MOWS in at
doors, With a practical house
you will have Purple Martins
any place. Mount so bottom of
house will be 15 feet or more
from the ground. Never mount
in a live tree or paint, bright
red or use red cedar wood.
Bottom of doors must be near
near the floors so the
Martin can sit on nest and ao•
outside. Side doors give 90 de-
gree view. Doors in corner
gives 270 degree view.
Now some statistics on the
filthiest, most worthless bird
on this planet. The Starling was
imported from Russia in 1890
and let 10 onourEarad ncoeCoast.jat 30 yZrs ago we
in Kentucky, now we have tril-
lions. They have almost covered
our country to our West Coast.
They are a grave danger to our
well bionti gi.td on 
pegs
eycarrytwcdii-( 
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Missions Interpretation Topic
Of WSCS Paris District Meeting
Three men from the General
Board of Missions of the United
Methodist Church with offices
in New York City will be in Paris
District on Friday, November
20, for a "Day of Missions
Interpretation," according to
Rev. Dossie F. Wheatley of
Murray, District Missionary
Secretary.
The three include Rev. Joe
Walker, in charge of Advance
Specials, Rev. Isaac Bivens,
head of the African office of
the Board, and Rev. Billy
Starnes, director of the Advance
for the Southeastern Juris-
diction.
Each of them will speak at
morning coffees to be held sim-
ultaneously at three churches
in the district, and on Friday
night they will appear together
as a panel of Missions Inter-
preters for a district-wide ral-
ly to be held at First United
Methodist Church in Murray.
The rally is set for 7:30 p.m.
The coffees, held principally
for women of the church, will
be at 10:00 a.m. Friday accord-
ing to the following schedule:
First United Methodist
Church, Paris, Mrs. Arthur C.
Dunlap as hostess and Rev.
Isaac Bivens, Missions Inter-
preter.
First United Methodist
Church, Martin, Mrs. Wayne A.
Lamb, hostess, Rev. Billy
Starnes, Missions Interpreter.
First United Methodist
Church, Fulton, Mrs. C. C.
Lowry, hostess, Rev. Joe
Walker, Missions Interpreter.
These are to be informal,
question - and - answer discus-
sions, and a full attendance from
churches throughout the district
is urged.
At noon, Dutch luncheons will
be held for men of the church,
with the schedule as follows:
Avalon Cafe in Paris, Rev.
H. A. Townsend, host, Isaac
Bivens.
Gateway Restaurant in Mar-
tin, Dr. Wayne A. Lamb, Host,
Rev. Billy Starnes.
Holiday Inn Restaurant in
Fulton, Rev. Dossie F. Wheat-
ley, host, Rev. Joe Walker.
All interested laymen as well
as ministers are invited to
attend the luncheon. Laymen
who plan to attend should notify
their minister in order that
enough places will be reserved.
Climaxing the day's events
will be the "Missions Inter-
pretations Rally" to be held at
Murray in the evening, with Dr.
Wayne Lamb, District Superin-
tendent, presiding. Methodists
throughout the district are
urged to be present, and the
public is invited.
COFFEE CUP CHATTER
There's a tailored knit revolu-
tion going on in men's wear for
fall. Much research and de-
velopment have gone into cre-
ating exciting new knit fabric
styling for the male market. It
Is estimated that by 1975, half
of all apparel (inner and outer
wear) manufactured in the
U. S. will be knitted. Today
the tailored knits may be the
"extra" for the trendsetters,
but tomorrow they Will be as
indispensable in every man's
wardrobe as they are in wo-
men's today.
—Catherine C. Thompson,
Hickman, Ky. 42050 Phone:
236-2351
It is a poncho, a tablecloth,
an umbrella table cover or a
beach towel? Actually, a
'"towel-in-the-round" can be
ed with cold water in a tightly
covered container in the re-
frigerator.
—Patricia E. Curtsinger,
Courthouse, Benton, Ky.
If you're planning a salad
with iceberg lettuce look for a
head with fresh, crisp green
leaves. You should check and
see if it is firm--if it "gives"
a little that's fine. If it's hard
--it's overripe. Don't pick let-
tuce with spots or any discol-
oration because a little brown
on the ribs may spread through
the rest of the head. 
Patricia E. Curtsinger, Court-
house, Benton, Ky. 42025
Second-generation nylon is
on the market in rugs and car-
pets. The advantage Oi these is
soil-concealing properties.
They look fresher longer than
any or all. It's a fun gift, too, regular nylon. In some in-
Try making one of yard goods stances you can identify a
in practical, tubbable terry-
cloth available in gay colors
and prints.
—,Dauveen Roper, Court-
house, Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Phone: 247-2334
Looking for a "rule of
thumb" to figure out the cost
of eggs? Generally speaking, if
there Is less than a seven-cent
price spread per dozen eggs
between one size and the next
smaller size (in the same
grade) you will get more for
your money by buying the
larger size.
— Patricia E. Curtsinger,
Courthouse, Benton, Ky. 42025
Good table,marmers pay rich
dividends in social and busi-
ness life. Smacking your lips,
slurping the soup, sucking your
teeth, spearing your meat,
talking while you eat are just
a few of the DON'Ts on any
list of good table manners.
—Barletta Wrather, 209
Maple St., Murray, Ky. 42071
College costs seem to go up
every year, as they too are
beset by constantly inflating
expenses. Check with the col-
lege of your choice early in or-
der to meet these additional
amounts. Tuition fees may be
up considerably this fall.
--Maxine Griffin, Federal
Building, Clinton, Ky. 42031
Phone: 653-2231
•••••••••••
Do you store eggs in the re-
frigerator? You should, it helpe
to maintain the quality. Do it
promptly after purchase too.
Always store eggs with the
large end up, as this equalizes
the yolk. If possible use eggs
within 0 week Niter purchase.
Leftover yolks *Mild be cover-
second-generation nylon by the
Roman Numeral II that is placed
after the brand name. -- Mrs.
Mildred W. Potts, La Center,
Ky, 42056 665-5671
If your recipe calls for one
cup of butter or margarine
for making cookies you may
substitute 7/8ths of a cup of
vegetable or animal shortening
plus 1/2 teaspoon salt,--
Patricia Curtsinger, Court-
house, Benton, Ky. 42045 527-
6601
For back-to-school- outfits,
the look includes jumpers, tun-
ics, vested looks, ponchos, and
pants—with dresses and
sweaters. Ills a season for mix-
ers. Many items in a wardrobe
will serve double duty. Begin-
ning with a plaid will give you
better ideas for coordinating
colors. The tartan plaid is a
good starter.-- Catherine C.
Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050
236-2351
EVALUATE SALES-- Sales
have a purpose. They may be
to reduce stock and make room
for new goods or to dispose
of discontinued lines or
damaged goods. Also they may
be held to get you into the store'
stimulate buying, or introduce
a new product, Suggestions for
buying at sales include: 1.
Consider time, energy, and
money costs of getting to the
sale. 2. Shop at the start of
the sale for best selection. 3.
Be sure the sale price is an
actual reduction from the reg-
ular prices. 4. Watch for im-
perfect or damaged articles.
5. Check styles; the items
likely to go out of style may
be poor buys. 6. Remember
nothing is a bargain unless you
need It.-- Mrs. Barletta
W rather, 209 MapleSt., Mur-
ray, Ky. 753-1452
Nancy Carole Brown
Miss Nancy Brown Announces
Engagement To Kenneth Gossum
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hampton Brown, Jr., of
Clinton announce the engagement of their dau-
ghter, Nancy Carole, to Kenneth Nathan Gos-
sum, son of Mr. and Mrs. Nathan E. Gossum,
Water Valley.
Nancy is a graduate of Hickman County
High School. She attended the University of Ken-
tucky and Murray State University where she
majored in home economics. She is employed by
the Hickman County Board of Education.
Kenneth is a graduate of Wingo High School
and attended Murray State University. He is
employed by General Tire and Rubber Company,
Mayfield.
Private, late December nuptials are planned
Nancy
Cook's
Tour
By
Mrs. Marlow Cook
It has been several months
since 'I've taken pen in hand
for anything other than a
grocery list or a quick note to
my mother and father. If art-
icles needed titles, this one
would be an "Ode to Autumn"!
Surely September and October
have net been lauded enough
in either the written or verbal
word. Hopefully their often
hot, dry weather is over-
shadowed by the hours of quiet
enjoyed by mothers! The chil-
dren are very happily involved
in school and activities, and a
temporary calm has settled
over the area while we antici-
pate with pleasure the cool,
colorful weeks ahead. Autumn
indeed has some of our finest
hours!
Our summers are best in re-
trospect — they involve such
constant activity that there is
little time for thinking. Only
when looking back does every-
thing fall into place.
The end of the school year
in mid-June brought a high
school graduation for us. Caro-
line was one of 400 graduates
of Yorkstown High School,
Arlington, Virginia,' who re-
ceived a diploma. It was in-
teresting to have the main
speech at her graduation given
by a student. The usual flurry
of class parties, picnics and
proms made this a great time
for everyone. Chris arrived
home from college during all
the graduation excitement, with
her deluge of paraphernalia to
be absorbed in the room she
shares with Caroline. Every 
spare inch of shelf and wall
space quickly disappeared be-
neath books, trinkets and pos-
ters.
Webb introduced us to Little
League activities for the first
time. He was thrilled' to be on
a baseball team. Our reaction
to going to early Saturday
morning games wasn't quite
the same. Certainly the lessons
for the youngsters of sports-
manship, cooperation and kin-
ship make these groups worth
the effort the parents put forth.
Our house was fairly swarm-
ing with young people all sum-
mer — an extra four or five
faces at any meal was the
usual situation. The children
and their friends brought a
constant procession of records,
if
frisbees, swimming suits, div-
ing caps, tennis rackets, soft-
ball games, bats and balls to
the house.
'Many young people are at-
tracted to Washington for sum-
mer jobs with the government.
It's a great experience for
them to see many phases of
governmental workings from
the inside. Many of them work
on Capitol Hill as summer in-
terns. Our two oldest girls,
Chris and Caroline, enjoyed be-
ing part of this summer group.
Discussion groups with sena-
tors and congressmen were
planned for them, as well as
evening suppers in the court-
yard of the Old Senate Office
Building. Weekly evening soft-
ball games have become a
favorite, with great rivalry be-
tween the staffs of various
senators during the summer.
Janet Taylor Is
Studying Nursing
Miss Janet Taylor, daughter
of Robert and Nell Taylor of
404 McCall, is currently attend-
ing Southern Missionary Col-
lege, Chattanooga, Tennessee,
Miss Taylor is a freshman
four-year nursing major. She
Is a graduate of South Fulton
High School, Fulton.
Southern Missionary College
is a fully-accredited, liberal
arts college owned and oper-
ated by the Seventh-day Ad-
ventist denomination.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to
the following friends:
November 10: Tommy Smith,
Becky Puckett, Charles Whit-
nel, Jr.; November 20: Mrs.
J. T. Brundige, Mignon Mc-
Kendree; November 21: Jerry
Creason.
November 22: Andy Batts,
November 23: Mrs. Smith
Atkins, Howard West, Jones
Gamblin, Peggy Smith, Norman
Terry, Whuile Voeseli:Novem-
ber 24: Harold Henderson, Jr.;
November 25: Mrs; Floyd
Bowen; November 28: C. D.
Jones and Patricia Agin Vaughn.
Maid Of Cotton
Will Rate A
World Tour
A globe-circling fashion and
good will journey awaits the 1971
Maid of Cotton who will be se-
lected here December 30, the
National Cotton Council announ-
ced today.
Following a 21-city tour of the
United States next spring, the
new Maid will travel to the Far
East late in May to begin a
series of fashion shows and
appearances in major cotton-
importing countries.
Her itinerary includes stops
in Korea, Japan, Taiwan, Hong
Kong,the Philippines, Indon-
esia, Thailand, and India. In
July, she will visit several
major cities in Europe before
returning here for the presenta-
tion of a new automobile from
Memphis District Ford dealers.
Applications for the Main
Of Cotton selection will be ac-
cepted by the Council until mid-
night, December 1st. The selec-
tion is open to girls between 19
and 23 years of age who have I
never been married and who are /
at least five feet- five inches
tall. Candidates also must have
been born in a cotton-producing
state or have maintained contin-
uous residence in the Cotton
Belt since the age of seven or
earlier.
Finalists for the title will be
chosen of the basis of applica-
tions and photographs in a pre-
liminary judging In early De-
cember. They will receive ex-
pense-paid trips to Memphis for
two days of contest activities
December 29-30, with the win-
ner making her first official
appearance at the Cotton Bowl
Festival in Dallas on New
Year's Day.
ApplicatIons may be obtained
from the Council at 1918 North
Parkway, Memphis.
Lambuth Sets
Scholarship
Auditions
A schedule for auditions
for Lambuth College music
scholarships was announced to-
de by .10 L. Fleming, chair-
man of the department of Music
at the college.
The following music scholar-
ships are offered Band scho-
larships of $600 applied $150
annually to students who par-
ticipate in the Lambuth Band,
Choir scholarships of $200 ap-
plied $50 annually to students
who participate In the Lambuth
Choir and Music Major scholar-
ships of $1,000 applied $250
annually to an eligible music
major maintains a "C"
average.
Audition dates for all of
these scholarships (on campus
by appointment) will be Dec.
5 from 9 a.m. to 12 noon and
1 to 2 p.m.; an January 9 and
February 27, 1971.
Students planning to audition
should write Mr. Fleming, c/o
Lambuth College, Jackson,
Tenn. 38301, for an appoint-
ment. There is no charge.
TACKY',
Pam Hollingsworth, a fresh-
man, and Billy Bunch, a junior,
were named Mr. and Miss
"tacky" South Fulton Friday,
November 13, at an assembly
at the school.
Each homeroom had two can-
Mates for Tacky Day, and the
winners were chosen by the stu-
dents and teachers.
Mr. and Mrs. Hickman
Mr., Mrs. J. A. Hickman To
Observe Golden Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Hick-
man, 116 Taylor Street, South
Fulton, will observe their
golden wedding on Saturday,
November 21, 1970. No formal
observance is planned, but the
couple will be honored at a
dinner on Sunday by their daugh-
ter, Mrs. Royce Lee Dyer of
Hickman.
Mrs. Hickman is the former
Vernice Call of Elbridge,
Tennessee. They were married
at the home
be 21, 
of 
. ie920,fartEnldbr withdge,
Squire H B leming officiat-
ing.
They have one daughter,
Cayce Entries
Lead Poster
Contestants
A total of 331 posters WaS
entered in the 1970 Good Nu-
trition Poster Contest, spon-
sored by the Fulton County
Nutritional Council.
County winners were Douglas
Cruse and Lorenza Ware, of
Cayce School, who tied for first
place in third grade; Alan Good-
win, Cayce School, fourth grade;
Benita Jettress, Carr Elemen-
tary, fifth grade; and Dona&
Warren, Western Elementary,
Sixth grade.
Winners received cash prizes
from the Citizens Bank of Hick-
man and the Fulton Bank and
City National Bank of Fulton.
Nurses Meet
At Virginia
Austin Home
Licensed practical nurse unit
two, district 17, met at the
home of Mrs. Virginia Austin,
Tuesday evening, November
10th. A Thanksgiving pot-luck
dinner was enjoyed by eleven
members and eight guests.
Billy Meacham, Fulton fire-
chief. and Billy Hagan. Captain
of the volunteer firemen of our
Marjorie (Mrs. Royce Lee city fire department, were the
Meacham and Hagan spoke tochildren, Lt. Stephen L. Dyer
Dyer) of Hickman; two grand- guest speakers.
the nurses on the importanceof Abilene, Texas, a recent
of their role of responsibilitygraduate of the Air Force
Academy, and Mrs. George in case of fire in our hospitals
Burns of Union City, Route 4, or nursing homes, and the im-
and a great-granddaughter, portance of our role as mothers
Stephanie Ann Burns. if fire should occur in the home.
Each mother and family mem-Mr. Hickman, a native of
Union City, is a retired II- her was cautioned to formulate
and familiarize each familylimas Central Ranrciac etriz
member with an escape planployee and was also employed
for a number of years by the and to dwell upon the need for
Tennessee State Highway De- a cool head so that an entire
partment. family can be safely routed from
Both are members of thethe building, and once outside
to remain calm and keep allFirst Baptist Church, Fulton,
members together and away
frorkihe area.
A veTy effective demon-
stration with a small fire ex-
tinguisher for use in the home
was given with instructions on
what to do when small fires
happen about the kitchen and
care programs at Benton, May- other places In the home where
field and Murray. • small heaters might be used. We
Adult program commenced 
lance 
oreminded ofd f Lhnedliimng 
ofat J. U. MH-MR Center. 
a
Extensive use of dedicated Christmas trees and other
volunteer workers continuing tdoecuosreatiinonceaseansdomt hee nna practicema bi
at all centers.
New MH-MR facility in Mur- decoration should become
ray in building jointly owned ignited.
Our December meeting willby Marshall County Associa-
tion for Exceptional Children, be a dinner meeting on Tuesday,
M-H teachers and Board December 8, with the place and
Members recipients of high time to be announced at a laterdate.1CARC awards. The small fire extinguishers
to be used in the home can be
purchased from any member of
our fire department or at the
fire station.
Gains Cited
Health And
The fourth annual meeting of
the Trustees of the West Ken-
tucky Mental Health and Men-
tal Retardation advisory Board
was held at the J. U. Kevil
Mental Retardation Center in
Mayfield,
"A Year of Continued Pro-
gress in Region One" listed
highlights including:
Community Mental Health
Center of Western Kentucky
completed third full year of
operations from Mental Health
Centers at Paducah, Benton,
Murray, Mayfield .1. U. Kevil
3git-M11 Center and Fulton.
Budget of $283,000 dollars ap-
proved for Fiscal Year 1971.
Services now being provided
to citizens of Region One (Mc-
Cracken, Graves, Calloway,
Marshall, Fulton, Livingston,
Hickman, Ballard and Carlisle
Counties): Inpatient, Partial
Hospitalization, Outpatient,
Emergency, Consultation and
Education, Alcoholism Precare
and Aftercare, Rehabilitation
and Training.
Staff of 23 personnel present-
ly delivering services.
Current ease load: 762. No
"Waiting List". 260 Inpatients
treated in Lourdes and Western
Baptist Hospitals during past
year.
Active and expanding day
In Mental
Retardation
Mrs. McClay
Presents Program
The Drama and Literature
Department of the Fulton Wo-
man's Club met at the club
home Tuesday evening, No-
vember 17. The hostesses were
Mrs. J. M. Yates, Mrs. Robert
Batts, Mrs. °Nan Winstead and
Mrs. C W. Francis. Mrs. J. P.
McClay presented the program.
Murray Seniors Are
Practice Teachers
Two Murray State University
seniors are practice teaching
in Fulton County schools for
the second nine weeks of the
fall to complete requirements
for teaching certificates.
Margaret Ambert of Cadiz
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN is teaching fifth grade at Hick-
Miss Janet Beard, daughter man 'Elementary School; with
of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Beard, Mrs. Annelle Goodwin as her
10'7 West Fulton, has been elec- supervising teacher. Brenda
ted social chairman of the Hollingsworth of Camden, Ten-
pledge class of Alpha Omega nessee, teaches senior English
Epsilon social sorority at at Fulton County High School,
Stephens College in Columbia, with Mrs. Gladys Barnett her
Missouri. supervising teacher.
Dear Ann Landers: My
credentials as a daoghter-in-
law for over 20 years qualify
me to submit the following rules
for all mothers-in-law. If fol-
lowed, these rules are guaran-
teed to produce unlimited
misery, isolation and anxiety,
plus possible side effects of ul-
cers, migraines and other as-
sorted ills. When your son
marries:
Dwell on the fact that you
have lost him. Let everyone
know he was your whole life--
not your own marriage, your
other children, Just HIM.
Talk incessantly about him
as a little boy, how he needed
you and how he always ran to
you with everything. Make him
sound dependent for sure--
weak, if possible.
Don't hesitate to make his
business YOUR business, Give
advice, suggestions, opinions.
After all you're older, wiser and
more experienced. What does he
If Yptir-rallighter-in-law Isn't
• good housekeeper, show her
how things should be done. If
your eon isn't aware of her
4•14% iandeia
—Your Problems Bring Answers —
incompetence, alert him. After
all, he grew up in your home
and he should know the differ-
, ence.
Remind them both that you
will not live forever and they
will have plenty of time together
after you are gone, Invite them
everywhere and insist on being
Included in all their social ac-
tivities.
Practice making your son
feel guilty for neglecting you.
Guilt can be a powerful weapon.
If you can make his wife feel
guilty, too (or better yet, re-
sponsible), this can be a neat
advantage for weighing future
decisions in your favor.
If there are children, remem-
ber they are your grand-
children. If the parental dis-
cipline isn't what it should be
(too strict or not strict enough),
straighten them around. They
may not appreciate it NOW but
they will thank you later.
If you have n daughter
(or more than one daughter-
in-law) don't fail to recognize
your built-in advantage. Make
subtle comparisons. Keep them
competing for your approval.
If you play it right, your son
will be caught in the middle.
Remember--you gave your
son life. You raised him. He
owes everything he is or ever
will be to you. His wife got
Into the act much later. Don't
ever let her forget it.-- Edict
From Nashville
Dear Eche: Thank you for your
rules on successful mother-in-
law-hood. In addition to the pos-
sible side effects you outlined,
I'd like to add another possi-
bility—divorce.
I do hope the next letter will
put the subject in Its proper
perspective.
Dear Ann Landers: Before
our son married I wrote this
letter to my future daughter-
in-law Print it If you believe
It could help others.
Dear Jane Joe's father and
I are so happy to have you in
the family. We feel he made
• wonderful choice. Until now
I have been the Number One
woman in Joe's life. On your
wedding day you will occupy
that place. And this is as it
should be. I am not the least
bit resentful. Love for a mother
is different from love for I
wife. There is plenty of room in
his heart for both of us. If
you ever feel I am interfering,
please tell me to mind my own
business. I have made my share
of mistakes and you will un-
doubtedly make yours. This is
how people learn. If you want
any advice from me, just ask
and I will help you if I can,
And one last thing—call me
Mother or Mom if you want to,
It not, my given name will do.
We love you and welcome you'
to the family.--Every Day Is
Mother's Day For Me
How far should a teen-age
couple go? Can necking be safe?
When does it become too het•
to handle?Send for Ann Lan-
ders' booklet "NeckingAnd..
Petting-- What Are The'
Limits" Mail your request to
Ann Landers in care of your
newspaper enclosing 501 in coin
and a long, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope.
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DECA Class
Hears Expert
On Promotion
On Thursday, November 12,
the Distributive Education class
of South Fulton High School held
their third DECA meeting of the
year. The meeting was greatly
influenced by the guest speaker,
Lou Biehslich, who gave an
impressive talk on selling and
sales promotion.
Mr. Bletislich expressed the
vital points of selling as hav-
ing product knowledge and
creating attention, interest and
desire. He then demonstrated
these selling points with dif-
ferent items such as a meat
press, knife sharpener and
trays for carrying refresh-
ments.
Later in the program, Jimmy
Wright, of Tom's candies, gave
a brief talk on appearance, en-
thusiasm, and product knowl-
edge in selling. He also deliv-
ered our Christmas candy
sticks which go on sale im-
mediately.
All members of the DECA
club will be selling the sticks
of candy through December 11.
This will he the only fund rais-
ing project for the DECA clut
during the year.
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients
in Fulton's Hospitals the week
of November 18
HILL VIEW
Paul McMinn, Marjorie Sons,
Crutchfield; Gaye Stroud,
Clinton; Martha Wallace, Dan-
ny Wade, Water Valley; Mal-
colm Alford, Dukedom; Janie
Carr, Wingo; Lottie Copeland,
Mayfield; Wilma Lewis, Union
City;
Leona Luter, Vickie Ham-
mock, Curtis Rice, Davis Phil-
lip Mangold, Hickman; Mary
Crocker, Doris Moss, Neil
Cltnard, Brenda Meislohn,
Harry Gordon, Ada Belle
Counce, South Fulton; Jane
Nabors, Tommy Adkins, Wil-
ma Lewis, Fulton.
F ULTON
W C. West, Cora Puckett,
Ada Hunt, Artie Moore, Wingo,
Stella Pillow, John Mitchell,
Clinton, Orbie Bushart, Water
Valley, Webb Brown, Dukedom,
Mrs. Jessie Sisson and Baby,
Bruceton, Barbara Morgon,
Teresa Adams, Hickman; Bur-
nette Hinkle, Columbus; Etolla
O'Neil, Fancy Farm; Thomas
Bruff, Union City;
Eunice Massey, Lillian Sub-
lett, Nellie White, Alice Hopper,
Louise Vincent, James Poyner,
Doris Champion, Arthur Gwynn,
Minnie Etheridge, Lowell New,
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Harrison,
Mrs. Shirley Mann, Dora Klb-
bler, Lee Ella Jonakin, Jim
Ross, Dula McDade, Fulton;
Marie Glover, Juanita Gambill,
Ben Davis, Clella Fields,
Byron Keyy, Nora Newbill,
John Smith, Novella Watson,
Joyce Cruce, John Wayne
Cross, Wayne Killebrew, Tom
Kelly, Etha Jones, Pauline
Yates, James Lee, South Ful-
ton,
• ROUTE THREE
Mrs. Aline Williams
Last Tuesday, Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence French and Mrs. Hes-
ter Bennett spent the day with
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Bennett
and all enjoyed a big day, dinner
and all.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon
visited Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Williams awhile Monday night.
Carlos Blackard and Mrs.
Beauton Howard are proud to
tell their friends and neighbors
about an animal they saw in
Detroit. It seems to be a strange
animal not many of us have
ever seen.
I visited Mrs. D. J. Jones
awhile Wednesday afternoon and
it was good to see her looking
so well. We also visited Mrs.
Stella Lowery awhile later in
the afternoon. She has been a
very sick lady the last week.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Cannon
were in Mayfield, Tuesday.
Jasper Williams is home
after spending a few days in
the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Newman Croft
and Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wil-
lis were in Union City and saw
the new monument at the court
house.
Mr. and Mrs. Claud McNeil
visited with us Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Winstead
and family attended a family
gathering at Latham Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuel Moody
visited Mr. and Mrs. Everett•
Williams Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Mary Cavender and
Mrs. Ailene Howard attended
church at Old Bethel Sunday and
visited Mrs. Freida Watson and
Mrs. Winnie Cannon in the
afternoon.
Mr. Jesse Johns visited Mr.
and Mrs. Henson Jones Sunday. •
We visited Mr. and Mrs.
Henson Jones awhile Friday
night.
The farmers have tried to
get their beans every day the
sun shines, but there are still
a lot of beans in the fields.
Elmer Cannon enjoyed
another birthday Sunday.
Ecology Of
Mississippi
FCHS Topic
Students at Fulton County
High School will be presented
a lecture-demonstration on the
"Ecology of the Mississippi
River" by two Beloit College
science students Monday, No-
vember 23, at 10 a.m.
Known as "EnvironVan," the
program is designed to stim-
ulate study of the environment
by secondary school students.
In addition to the lecture, the
Beloit student scientists will
conduct a field trip Saturday,
November 28, for students from
FCHS and three 0th. . schools.
Greg Fernette, a geology
major from Janesville, Wiscon-
sin, and Alan Crossley, a
physics major from Waterford,
Connecticut, are conducting the
program, which is based on a
summer study tour of the Mis-
sissippi. They will visit 78
schools along the river while
living in the "EnvironVan"--
a 22-foot mobile home equipped
with slide films and photographs
for their lectures.
Greenfield Monument Works
— In Operation Id Years —
• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons
W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-1453
J. B. MANES SONS
Greenfield, Tam
•
Greenfield
Phone 2254203
Any man who is currently
classified in one of the follow-
ing classes - I-S (Student),
II-A (occupational, including
apprentices), II-C (agricul-
tural), II-S (college student),
or III-A (paternity or hardship)
whose random sequence number
(RSN) has not or will not be
reached by his own local board,
is eligible to drop his de-
ferment. The executive sec-
retary cautioned that the writ-
ten request for withdrawal of
deferment must be made soon
in order that the local board
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a young man wishing to drop
his deferment should be per-
mitted to do so at any time
regardless of whether he con-
tinues to meet the conditions
for which his deferment was
granted," said Mrs. Lena M.
Lawson, Executive Secretary
of Local Board No. 111.
"The uncertainty and anxi-
eties that young men of this
county who hold high numbers
in the 1969 'draft lottery' (1944
through 1950) to •their vulner-
ability to the 'draft' have les-
sened by the new instructions,"
4
T. V . PIONEER VISITS K .-- Dallas McKennon, who plays the role of "Cincin-
natus" on the Daniel Boone television show, is shooting a film re-tracing Boone's
trails in Kentucky. His steps last week took him to the pioneer's final resting
place in Frankfort. (Karen Tarn Photo)
Local Board Is Willing To
Reclassify Any Registrants
The local Selective Service can promptly reopen and recon-
board has been instructed to staler for reclassification.
promptly reopen and consider A young man who voluntarily
for reclassification any regis- gives up his deferment for a
trant who requests, in writing, I-A classification will joinother
that his current deferment be members of the 1970 first nil-
canceled. ority group with unreached
"Our instructions are that numbers in a lower draft pri-
ority on January 1 1971, ac-
cording to the executive sec-
retary.
The new instructions do not
apply to those men born in 1951.
Executive Secretary Lena M.
Lawson had a word of advice
for any man that wanted his
deferment continued. "All de-
ferments are issued for limited
periods of time. Generally for
one year, and it is the respons-
ibility of the registrant to sub-
mit proof for an extension of his
deferment. The local board will
reopen and reclassify any reg-
said Mrs. Lawson. istrant whose current defer-
Should a young man hold a ment is expiring and whose file
number higher than that reached does not contain current infor-
by his local board it is to his mation for consideration of fur-
advantage to voluntarily give up ther deferment," the local
his deferment for a I-A classi- board executive secretary said.
fication, according to Executive "Our purpose is to achieve
Secretary Mrs. Lena M. Law- fairness to all registrants in
son. It now appears that No. 170 determining their priority se-
will be the highest number lection on January 1 and we
reached by Local BoardNo.111 shall be glad to counsel with
in 1970. any young man during official
office hours. Local Board No.
111 is open Monday through
Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.," the executive secretary
said.
Hunting Season
In Kentucky
In Full Swing
Kentucky hunters will swing
into the hunting season on No-
vember 19 with rabbits, quail,
ruffed grouse and furbearers
being legal game after almost
a year of protection.
The Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources has de-
creed, along with the Fish and
Wildlife Commission, that hunt-
ers will have as much time this
season as last to hunt their
favorite species and that they
may take as many per day as
they have in the past. That
leaves it strictly up to the
hunter and the cooperating
species.
Seasons for rabbits, quail
and furbeal*rs will continue
right on through January 31
while the ruffed grouse hunter
may seek his quarry through
February 28. The limits are
rabbits, six daily, 12 in pos-
session; quail, 10 daily, 20 in
possession; ruffled grouse, four
daily, eight in possession.
There is no limit on the number
of furbearers that may betaken
for their pelts by traps, guns or
dogs.
A valid hunting license is
required to hunt any of the
above named animals or birds,
If a person has not been a
resident of Kentucky for six
months or more, he will need
• non-resident license, even
though living in this state now,
as will all persons residing in
other states but who hunt in
the Commonwealth. Licenses
are available from every county
clerk and from as many deputies
as he may designate.
Two admonitions—Hunting is
a privilege and the landowner
should be asked before going
onto his Waco,
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey Fri*Ids
The Rev. Bob Copeland filled
his regular appointment at New
Salem Baptist Church the past
Sunday at 11.00 a.m. and also
the evening worship.
Rev. and Mrs. Dallas
Hemphill, Union City, Tenn.,
were in our midst, as house-
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Grover
True, the past Sunday after-
noon.
Clarence Berryman remains
about the same as last reported.
Arnie Cashon of Waverly,
Tenn. is critically Ill in a
hospital there, suffering from
some complication several
weeks ago. Mr. Cashon was
formerly of Dukedom, and has
many friends here, thus our
concern. We hope to get more
favorable reports very soon.
John Fagans is a patient
in a Paris, Tenn. hospital. He
is reported to be very ill and
is under treatment and obser-
vation. All friends hope he will
quickly respond.
Lucia H. Abernathy, 71,
suddenly expired at his home
in Mayfield, Ky., the past
Thursday afternoon, of an
apparent heart attack, since
he had a heart condition for
some time, and was retired.
The deceased was the son of
the late Lucia and Belle Aber-
nathy and a former resident of
this area. He is survived by
his companion, a son Lucia
Abernathy, Jr., Little Rock,
a daughter, Mrs. Ted Ward,
Rudland, Ky., and six grand-
children, a number of cousins,
his aunt Mrs. Ed Frields, Dres-
den, Tenn. Funeral services
were held in Byrns Funeral
Home in Mayfield, Saturday
afternoon at 2 o'clock, with
interment in Mayfield. We ex-
tend heart felt sympathy to his
bereaved ones.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Brun-
didge visited their uncle, Mr.
Will J. Reed, Dist. No. 17 the
past Sunday afternoon.
Get well wishes are extended
to those who came down with
colds the past week. Some are.
Roy Vincent and Mr. and Mrs.
Burnett Lintz.
Some farmers conbined just
one load of beans the past week
on their farms in this locality,
then the rains came again. Fair,
drying weather is hoped for this
week.
SUNSET DIUTE-IN
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• LATHAM
By Mrs. W. C. Morrison
Miss Ruby Foster bacarne
worse last Saturday and was
carried to the Volunteer Hos-
pital where she remains slightly
improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Kille-
brew of Latham have been va-
cationing in Nassau, an accom-
plishment earned by selling
Purina Feeds.
Bonnie Cummings, Mr. and
Mrs. Dale Cummings and Sa-
brina of Lexington, Ky., were
weekend visitors of Mrs. Madge
Cummings, T. D. and Jesse and
Mr. and Mrs. Chess Morrison.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughn
were in Jackson, Tenn., last
Saturday visiting their daugh-
ter, Mrs. June Wright who was
hospitalized there last week.
She returned to her home in
Martin, Saturday much im-
proved.
Mrs. Jesse Cummings left for
her home in Detroit last Mon-
day.
Mrs. Mollie Bet Simpson and
Mrs. Cappie Bowlin visited
Mrs. Pauline Yates in the Ful-
ton Hospital last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Shank-
lin both underwent major sur-
gery at the Baptist Hospital
last week. Mr. Shanklin is im-
proving, but last report, Mrs.
Shanklin remained in the in-
tensive care unit.
Chess Morrison hasn't been
quite as well for the past week.
Visitors were Mr. and Mrs.
Huel Wright, Mrs. Jesse Cum-
mings, Madge, Bonnie, Dale,
Corene and Sabrina Cummings,
Baron Dixon, and Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Vaughn.
Bonnie Bowden is a patient
in Volunteer General Hospital,
Martin, Tenn., where he has
undergone surgery. He is doing
nicely at the present time, and
friends hope he will be restored.
Children have been at his bed-
side.
Chap Johnson is steadily im-
proving at his home in our
village. He is up a portion of
the time. Mrs. Johnson is also
able to get around.
Board Named For
School Assistance
A policy advisory board has
been appointed to advise and
assist in the supervision and
administration of Fulton Coun-
ty's Emergency School Assis-
tance Act, Charles Terrett ad-
ministrator of the program an-
nounced today.
Named to the committee are
Fulton County Judge, J. C.
Manees, Ardel Fields, presi-
dent of the Lions Club; Rev.
James Waltzer, pastor of the
First Christian Church; Mrs.
Ella Mae Robinson, Title One,
Parents' Committee; Dave
Wheatley, of the Community
Action program and Sam Mayes,
of the Mississippi River Co-op
Committee.
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Pentecost Invites Art Guild
To Participate In Martin Show
Max Pentecost, Director of
the Martin Tenn. Arts Council,
was the speaker Monday night,
November 16, at the regular
monthly meeting of the Fulton-
South Fulton Art Guild. The
meeting was in the Fulton Wo-
man's club which sponsors the
Art Guild.
Before beginning his dis-
cussion of ways and means and
programming possible for the
art guild with the help of the
Kentucky and Tennessee Arts
Commissions, Mr. Pentecost
called attention to an article in
the December issue of Esquire
Magazine which listed Martin
Tenn. as one of nine happy towns
in the United States. Among
the illustrations of the article is
one of the Martin cultural cen-
ter, which is cited as one of
the happy assets of Martin.
Other towns listed were Ash-
land, Oregon, Brooking, South
Dakota, Cedar City, Utah, Co-
Dakota, Cedar City, Utah,
Cooperstown, N.Y. Carlisle,
Pennsylvania, Prescott, Ari-
zona and Wiscasset, Maine.
In his discussion of touring
art exhibits Mr. Pentecost said
that Martin has a visiting art
exhibit every month of the year.
One of these exhibiting in Mar-
tin was on its way to a final
showing at the Smithsonian Art
Gallery in Washington.
Mr. Pentecost invited the
Fulton-South Fulton Art Guild
to exhibit in Martin. The first
exhibit which the guild will
send for a month-long showing
in January 1971 will be that
of fine stitchery by Mrs. Vir-
ginia Stokes.
Mrs. James R. Green, presi-
dent of the art guild, announced
that a meeting of the fine
stitchery class, which is being
taught by Mrs. Virginia Stokes
under the sponsorship of the
Art Guild, will be held on
Thursday, November 19, from
1:30 to 4:00 p.m. at the Com-
munity Center. Also, on Thurs-
day night, November 19, at 7:30
at the Communfly Center there
will be a painting class con-
ducted by Richard Jackson,
of the Art department of Mur-
ray State University. This will
be the second of a series of
classes by Mr. Jackson as a
part of the adult education and
cultural program offered by the
University
LIBRARY SIRVICAI
Murray State University has
recorded a first in library ser-
vice among Kentucky colleges
and universities with a com-
puterized system of book circu-
lation.
Joe Mann
Is Named An
Eagle Scout
Joe William Mann, son of
Mr. and Mrs. James Mann,
411 Maple Avenue in Fulton,
has recently received the
highest award in scouting, the
Eagle Scout Badge.
Joe received his award at a
ceremony at the South Fulton
Baptist Church, Sunday, No-
vember 15, at 6:00 p.m. He is
the first scout from South Ful-
ton to ever accomplish this
feat.
His scouting career began in
1962 when he enrolled as a
Cub Scout, and was registered
as a Boy Scout in 1965, trans-
ferring to Troop 114 of Fulton
in 1967.
He is an active member of the
South Fulton Baptist Church
and is majoring in industrial
arts at Fulton City High School.
He plans to attend a technical
school following graduation. He
has previously received the
Paul Bunyan Award and Order
of the Arrow in the Scouting
program.
Joe's scout troop, 114, is
sponsored by the Fulton Jay-
cees.
The call of ',Yoe
is a special thing for you
A special ring for you
to the one you love
A lovin' phone call.
(Dial your lovin' phone calls
when long distance rates are low...
tonight and all weekend long.)
• LIGHTER WEIGHT
• EASIER STARTING
• PRO POWER
NEW FEATURES: 4 cu. In. engine
• automatic compression release
Valve • automatic plus manual
oiling is 30% more cooling air •
new simplified starter mechanism
• available with Power-TipTm
guide bar • weighs only 131/2 lbs.
(hiss bar and chain)
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Funeral services for Miss
Katherine Biadshaw were held
Sunday, November 15, in Horn-
beak Funeral Home chapel, with
Rev. William G. Adams, pastor
of the First United Church in
Fulton, officiating. Burial was
in Zion Cemetery at Ethridge,
Tennessee.
Miss Bradshaw, 66, who lived
on Sunset Drive in Fulton, was
fatally injured in a head-on
collision near Charleston, Mo.,
which occurred on Thursday,
November 12.
Born in Obion County, she
was the daughter of the late
Dewitt and Anna Brady Brad-
shaw, and had been a resident
of Fulton since 1952. She was
a retired school teacher at
South Fulton.
Surviving are five sisters,
Mrs. Novella Johnson of
Ridgely, Tenn„ who was with
Miss Bradshaw at the time of
the accident and was seriously
injured, Mrs. J. C. Roberts of
Route 4, Fulton, Mrs. Clifford
Stephens of Route 1, Dresden,
Mrs. Quinn Summers of Poncha
Springs, Colo., and Mrs. Guy
Upton, Sr., of Fisk, Mo.
Funeral services for Miss
Clara Williams were held in
Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel
on Tuesday, November 10, with
Rev. William G. Adams, pastor
of the First United Methodist
Church in Fulton, officiating.
Burial was in Fairview Ceme-
tery.
Miss Williams, 90, died in the
Fulton Hospital Sunday night,
November 8, following a long
illness. She was a resident of
Route 1, Water Valley.
Surviving are two nephews,
George Williams of Route 1,
Water Valley and It, P. Pruett
of Wyandotte, Mich.; three
nieces, Miss Irene Williams and
Mrs. Cliff Johnson, of Route 1,
Water Valley, and Mrs. K. P.
Dalton, Sr., of Fulton.
James William Duncan died
suddenly Thursday afternoon,
November 12, at his home in
South Fulton, due to a heart
attack.
Funeral services were held
Saturday afternoon, November
14, la' ifornbeak.Funertil
Chapel,.. with Rev. Gerald Stow
officiating. Burial was in
Greenlee Cemetery.
Mr. Duncan, 61, was born in
Fulton County the son of the
late J. H. and Elizabeth Duncan.
He was employed in the Main-
tenance Department of Lear-
Siegler Company at Union City.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Irene Phillips Duncan of 305
Holmes Street in South Fulton;
two daughters, Mrs. Curtis
Craven of Memphis and Mrs.
Gerald Horan of Sterling
Heights, Mich.; one son, James
Duncan of Sterling Heights; one
brother, Rev. Robert Duncan
of Pulaski, Va., three sisters
and two grandchildren.
Welfare recipients in Bal-
lard, Carlisle, Fulton and Hick-
man Counties are now doing
some of their own paperwork,
freeing social workers from
red tape.
Merritt S. Delta, Jr., state
Economic Security Commis-
sioner, said social workers are
needed only to check over the
forms after they have been
filled out. With less paperwork,
he pointed out, they are free
to help people with problems
other than financial ones.
Deitz said applicants give
more information about them-
selves under the new system
than they used to give an inter-
viewer, and that placing them
in jobs has become easier.
He said the new system will be
statewide by February.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Plume 471-11164
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Leonard Williams, father of
Mrs. Mary Margaret Rucker
3i South Fulton, died Saturday
evening, November 14.
Funeral services were held
Wednesday, November 18, in
Tiptonville, Tenn., where he
resided, and burial was in Tip -
tonville Cemetery, with H. H.
Hudson Funeral Home in charge
of arrangments.
Mr. Williams had been Ill for
several months and had been
a patient in the West Tennessee
Chest Disease Hospital in Mem-
phis.
Wilford (Bill) McCoy Cham-
bers died Monday afternoon,
November 9, at Hopkinsville.
Funeral services were held
Friday, November 13, in the
Jacksonville Freewill Baptist
Church, with Rev. J. T. Tate
officiating, assisted by Rev.
A. L. Britt and Rev. F. L.
Lawrence. Burial was in Fair-
view Cemetery and Vanderford
Funeral Home was in charge
of arrangements.
Mr. Chambers, 58, was born
in South Fulton, the son of the
late Oscar and Nettie Lou
Morris Chambers.
Surviving are his stepmother,
Mrs. Cassie Chambers; one
brother, Hobart Chambers of
Detroit; six sisters, Mrs. Verna
Bransford and Mrs. Lillian
Jackson of Fulton; Mrs. Mabel
Jackson of Cayce, Mrs. Lennie
Mitchell of Detroit, Mrs.
Christal Bryant and Mrs. Kyle
Harrell of Chicago; three aunts
and one uncle.
William C. Robertson, Sr.,
of Central City, died Saturday,
November 14 in the Greenville
Hospital, following a long ill-
ness.
Funeral services were held
Monday, November 16, in Tuck-
er Funeral Home at Central
City.
Mr. Robertson, an account-
ant, was the father of Bill Rob-
ertson, Industrial Arts teacher
at Fulton High School.
Ms. Collins
Funeral services for Mrs.
Samantha Collins were held
Sunday, November 13, in Jack-
son Funeral Home chapel at
Dukedom, with Rev. Bill Boyd
officiating. Burial was in Pinson
Cemetery.
Mrs. Collins, 94, died in
the Fulton Hospital Friday
night, November 13, following
a long illness.
She was born in Atlanta, and
her husband, A. L. Collins,
preceded her in death in 1935.
Surviving are one daughter,
Mrs. Myrtle Ruddle of Fulton;
three sons, R. L. Collins of
Fulton, Stanley Collins of Bir-
mingham, Mich., and J. W.
Collins, Sr., Master Sergeant
at Lacklsuid Air Force Base
in San Antonio, and one sister,
Mrs. Lexie Ford of Pilot Oak.
Letters to Editor - -
(Continued from Page 2)
eases fatal to people. In winter
and early spring, they stay
in huge flocks daily traveling
30 to 40 miles, rain, snow or
blow. They stop, going and com-
ing, at every barn, poultry
house, silo, cattle and hog feed
lot. They go a different direction
every day. If one farm in your
state had Cholera or any other
contagious disease, they would
carry it to the whole state in
two weeks time.
They have destroyed almost
all of our Flickers, Wood-
peckers, etc. Any bird that nests
In a hole, the Starling goes in,
throws out their young or eggs
and raises their own family.
They raise two and three broods
each year, six to eight at a time.
Our good birds eat only cer-
tain things and raise a family
of two to five each year. The
reason the Starling can thrive
and multiply so fast in all
climates Is that they eat any-
thing, and cover such a large
area. They look larger but can
go in a 1 3/8 inch hold easy.
If they aren't destroyed, in
twenty years we will have no
birds except Starlings and a
few sparrows, but they may put
us out of business first.
If interested in Blue Bird,
Wren and Purple Martin houses
and feeders and the preser-
vation of our desirable birds,
getting rid of Starlings, send
name, address and stamp (no
envelope) for brochure to:
Graydon B. Cummins
Mt. Vernon, Kentucky 40466
IC Train Continues
Run Through Fulton
FULTON, Ky. — Continuation
of service by the Panama Limit-
ed through Fulton has been as-
sured by congressional legisla-
tion, Nelson Tripp, mayor, has
been informed.
A copy of a letter received by
Tripp expressed doubt that any
further effort to stop operation
of the passenger train will be
made in the foreseeable future.
The letter was written by Rich-
ard Block Jr., a deputy director
of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission.
The Illinois Central Railroad
announced its intention to with-
draw the Panama last month,
citing financial reasons. The
train is designated as Nos. 5 and
6 running between Chicago and
New Orleans. Plans to withdraw
service were dropped with en-
actment of the National Rail
Passenger Service Act of 1970
which President Nixon signed
into law Oct. 30.
Trail Blazers
Win Awards At
Hopkinsville
On Sunday November 15, the
Trailblazers Motorcycle Club
traveled up to Hopkinsville to
a moto-cross. Due to the cold
weather, there weren't as many
club members attending as
usual. Those who attended were:
Brenda Miller, Bob Bowles and
Butch Workman. Those entering
the event were Tony Grubbs,
Gerald Powell and Bob Miller.
Of the three riders entering,
all three brought home beautiful
trophies. Tony Grubbs brought
home the third place trophy in
the 175CC class. This was
Tony's first race on his new
175CC Yamaha and he really
rale a good race. Bob Miller
received the third place trophy
in the 250CC class, and Gerald
Powell, also riding in the 250CC
class, received the fifth place
trophy.
The spectators had a pretty
rough day of it. Snow flurries
and the cold wind didn't keep
them from enjoying a day of
fine racing. The track was
pretty muddy and packed full
of turns. Most of the riders
found it hard just to stay up
off the ground.
Following the race, the riders
were invited to supper by Chip
Moss, a fellow West Kentucky
Competition Rider's Associa-
tion member and a great sport.
They were served turkey and
dressing and country ham with
all the trimmings, country
Style. Everybody ate all they
wanted and more than they need-
ed. All in all, the trailblazers
had a pretty fine day.
On Sunday November 22, the
Trailblazers will be going back
to Linton, Ky. near Cadiz, for
the West Kentucky Competition
Rider's Association Hare
Scrambles championship. On
me mum/mg bunaay,Novemoer
29, the action will be back home
at the Trailblazers' own moto-
cross track. This will be the
last race of the year and the
Faculty members at Murray
State University voted nearly
unanimously in a meeting Tues-
day to recommend to the board
of regents that the university
adopt the accelerated semester
schedule for the 1971-72 school
year.
Dr. William G. Read, vice
president for academic affairs.
outlined a suggested schedule
under the proposed plan that
ends the fall semester before
the break for the Christmas
WKCRA members will be mak-
ing a last attempt at picking
up some more points. This
promises to be a real exciting
race and the Trailblazers will
be looking for everyone in the
Fulton and surrounding area.
Even if the weather Is a little
nippy, everybody will get a full
day of pleasure out of this race.
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holidays.
lie offered this timetable for
the school year beginning next
summer: fall semester. Aug.
30-Dec. 22; spring semester,
Jan. 17
-May 18; summer term.
June 12-Aug. 4.
Read also suggested a three-
week intersession in the spring
under the new plan as well as
the usual summer intersession
under the current system. He
said the spring intersession
would emphasize undergrad-
uate courses.
Each of the other three re-
gional universities—Niorehead.
Eastern Kentucky, and West-
ern Kentucky—have already
adopted the accelerated calen-
dar idea, along with the Uni-
versity of Kentucky, the Uni-
versity of Louisville, and Km-
lucky State.
On the court square in Bards-
town is a monument to the in-
ventor of the steamboat, John
Fitch, who died in Bardstown.
Waiting until the last min-
ute to apply for social security
may mean a delay in receiving
benefits, according to District
Manager Charles M. Whitaker.
When people apply for social
security, they need certain
proofs, such as age, disability,
and kind of work involved, Whit-
aker said. People who wait until
the day they wish to sign up
often don't have those proofs,
he added.
Whitaker urges potential ap-
plicants to call or write the
district office at Paducah. He
said it is sometimes possible
to make a claim by telephone,
without having to visitthe office
personally.
Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love
St. Edward's is the Catholic Church in our community. It rep-
Dents to us the oldest of the Christian traditions. It is called Ro-
man from its center in Rome, where Peter its first Pope died in
the year 67 All and where have lived his 263 successors, and Cath-
olic from a description of its growth made by Ignatius of Antioch
when in 110 AD he called it "universal".
The great historian Macualay, though not a Catholic, paid tri-
bute to this Church as he felt compelled by the facts of history,
how it had defied the law of decay which has buried all other in-
stitutions. "There is not, and there never was on earth a wor* of
human policy so well deserving of exlamination as the Roman
Catholic Church. The history of that Church joins together the two
great ages of human civilization. No other institution is left stand-
ing which carries the mind back to the times when the smoke of
sacrifice rose from the Pantheon, and when tigers bounded in the
Flavian Amphitheater. Proudest royal houses are but of yester-
day, when compared with the line of Supreme Popes. The line we
trace back in an unbroken series from the Pope who crowned
Napoleon in the nineteenth Century to the Pope Who crowned
Pepin in the eighth; and far beyond Pepin the august dynasty ex-
tended 'til it is lost in the twilight. The republic of Venice came
next. . . but Venice is gone, and the Papacy remains. . . not in
decay, not in a mere antique, but full of life and useful vigor.
"She saw the commencement of all the governments and all
ecclesiastical establishments that now exist in the world; and wc
feel no assurance that She is not destined to see the end of them
all. She was great and respected before the Saxon had set foot in
Britain, before the Frank had passed the Rhine, when Grecian
eloquence still flourished in Antioch, when idols were still wor-
shipped in the temple Of Mecca. And she may still exist in undi-
minished vigor when some traveler from New Zealand shall, ir
the midst of a vast solitude, take his stand on a broken arch of
London Bridge to sketch the ruins of St. Pauls."
The Church was, is and shall be. All are invited to take part In
our .worship and learn her rich culture that has survived the cen-
turies. Holy Mass 10:00 Sunday Morning —
is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms . The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.
Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tennessee
Hickman-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.
Hornbeak Funeral Home
302 Carr Street
Fulton, Ky. 472-1412
M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Rood 472-9068
The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. 236-2655
Turner's Pure Milk Co.
Al the Storo—or at your doer
Fulton, Ky. 472-3311
SUPERMARKETS
Hickman South Fulton Union City
Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave. Fulton 472-1471
Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work
Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
305 Main Street 472-1361
Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
MC69492
Clinton, Ky. 6534771
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column is not one of the more pleasant ones
I've written in quite some time. But, there's
always next week.
Here are some tib-bits I had left over
from a previous time.
Watch Your Speling .
In the November 8 edition of Editor and
FROM
AUTOM1ITIC
ICE MAKER
REFRIGERATOR
at a low low price
MEW
00 sPli
#0 forgetting
-to fill
traYs-
1111.1111111111111
14.6 Cu. ft. Frost-Proof!
Freezer alone is 3.56 Cu. ft. big!
1 1
11'0 1461,`
II Compact ice maker fills, freezes and releases
cubes into handy 108-cube server automatically,
(Easily connected to available water supply.)
III Makes up to 120 cubes a day. Cube Level Control
lets you dial amount of cubes you want handy
• 100% Frost-Proof.
You can forget the fuss and
mess of defrosting chores
forever.
LIMITED
TIME ONLY!
1 Frigidaire bothers to build in more help
Small
down
payment
Graham Furniture Co.
Walnut Street, Fulton, Ky.
Publisher there appeared a fascinating prim-
er for grammarians. We have seen similar
helpful hints, but this is probably the best:
1. Don't use no double negatives.
2. Make each pronoun agree with their
antecedants.
3. Join clauses good, like a conjunction
should.
4. About them sentence fragments.
5. When dangling, watch your parti-
ciples.
6. Verbs has got to agree with their
subjects.
7. Just between you and I, case is im-
portant to.
8. Don't write run-on sentences they
are hard to read.
9. Don't use commas, which aren't nec-
cessary.
10. Try to not ever split infinitives.
11. It is important to use your apostro-
phe's correctly.
12. Proofread your writing to see if you
any words out.
13. Correct speling is esential.
— 
By Tom Watts
Did "You All" Know This?
FROM THE column of Lib Spalding in
the Kentucky Standard at Bardstown, we
borrowed this item:
At long last those outlanders who poke
fun at the South about "you all" are on the
run.
Can we help it if when we mean more
than one person we say "you all?" just plain
"YOU" doesn't seem to do it.
It has been a long educational process,
bur many are those who have assisted in
spreading the enlightenment. A star ex-
ample is the lady in Dallas, Texas, who cited
the many times "you all" is used in the Bible:
Job 17:10; Acts 3:16; Romans 15:33; Ephes-
ians 4:6; Phillippians 1:4, 7, 8; Colossians 4:6,
Titus 3:15.
Then she add the clincher, quoting the
very last verse in the Bible: "The grace of
our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all.
Amen."
WE CAN barely stand it when radio
and TV announcers say "percipitation" in-
stead of "precipation,"; we shudder when
they get in the mood for redundancy and say
"tonight at 8 p. m." and we always won-
der why they add "to attend" when they say
the "public is invited," (which sometimes
gets by proof readers), but we just decided
to get up and turn off the TV the other night
when that brilliant announcer let his ignor-
ant public (?) know:
"This semi-annual sale only happens
TWICE a year!"
Frigidaire!
Flowing Heat 1-18 Dryer
dries up to 18 pounds.
(only 27" wide)
Big Capacity space saver, The biggest capacity
dryer you can buy in a 27 cabinet. Dries any
size load up to 18 lbs. Budget priced.
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Frigidaire!
re-invents the Dryer
\Never before so many improvements at oneitime. That's why we say it's 'I...invented.-Flowing Meet. Simple, efficient circulatingsystem pulls air through the dryer instead ofblowing it. Surrounds each tumbling piecewith even, controlled heat. Everythingcomes out soft and fluffy.Ceding Fingers. Exclusive triangularpolypropylene vanes separate clothes asthey tumble, pull them from the center ofthe drum Each item is enveloped Ingentle Flowing Heat for fast, even "openair" drying.
Decree Lint Semen. Fine Mesh Dacron
Lint Screen la right up front. Easy to
get to. easy to clean. Catches even
the tiniest lint particles.
4-wey Venting. Dryer vents at beck.
bottom or either side. Installer can
choose any of the 4 vent location.
for the molt convenient, economical
installation.
145
Graham Furniture Co.
Walnut Street, Fulton, Ky.
Dumb Trooper - -
(Continued from Page 1)
gallons of flaming gasoline. I
wish you could go with me to
her home and help me tell her
husband that his wife isn't
coming home because some
idiot ran her off the road while
trying to pass her. I want you
to help him explain to his kids
why mammy won't be' home.
You're mad because you got
a ticket, and you have to take
off from work to go to court.
You break my heart, mister.
Ellington Calls - - -
(Continued from Page 1)
dent of Murray State University,
were among other dignitaries
present. Everett has been called
Murray's most distinguished
graduate.
Mrs. Lelia Everett, the late
Congressman's mother, unveil-
ed the six-foot, eight-inch
statue on the lawn of Obion
County Courthouse.
The statue was erected with
!km& raised by the Robert A.
"Fats" Everett Memorial
Foundation, which was created
shortly after his death January
25, 1969 from a kidney ailment.
The foundation also provides
scholarships for nursing stu-
dents at the University of Ten-
nessee at Martin.
TAPPED FOR ODK
Peter Casparian, son of Mr.
and Mrs. G. A. Casparian of
400 Third Street, Fulton, has
been tapped for membership In
Omicron Delta Kappa, highest
leadership honor fraternity, at
Southwestern in Memphis
where he is currently a senior.
WINDAGE—
(Continued From Page Ono)
nanas come from Ecuador, "Turbans" ba-
nanas come from Columbia, "Cabana" ba-
nanas I assume also come from Ecuador via
Standard Fruit, and "Chiquita" bananas, as
far as I have ever known, come from one of
the various countries monopolized by United
Fruit.
And in A&P this week I noticed another
brand, "Parker" bananas, imported from
Costa Rica by the Parker Banana Company
of Tampa.
As far as I know, never before in history
has the American public been able to deter-
mine from whence came their bananas, and
to make a comparison, one brand against the
other. Is one brand a little firmer than the
others . . . does one brand seem to bruise
easier than the others... is one brand tastier
than the others . . . does one brand "keep"
longer than the others .. .???? Perhaps these
are questions that we need to have answer-
ed for this "Banana Capital" of the central
USA. We need to be Up on our bananas.
If someone can provide me with some
answers as to why all this sudden rash of
names, I'd like to pass them on so all will
know.
If our Central and South American ba-
nana-producing countries have suddenly de-
veloped a fierce pride in their respective
fruit to the point that they insist on labeling
it with the country of origin because of its
superior qualities, maybe we've got some-
thing going.
We'll HAVE to have another Festival
next year so we can have a real banana judg-
ing contest to select the REAL top banana.
The Twin Cities would be the ideal place
to do it. We are a thousand miles away from
the nearest banana plantation and complete-
ly out of gunshot range of any high-tempered
producing country whose pride might go
down in defeat.
Barring any of the above conjecture, the
most ignominious answer I can think of—but
yet a possibility—is that some enterprising
printing salesman has deigned and run off a
bunch of stickers and sold them to the differ-
ent countries trying to drum up some busi-
ness.
I should prefer to learn that the banana
business is getting so fiercely nationalistic
and meaningful that soon the average super-
market will carry as many brands of bananas
as it does soap powders and cereals.
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Relocation Officer Named
For Urban Renewal Area
The Fulton Urban Renewal
and Community Development
Agency today announces the ap-
pointment of Mr. James Martin
Pilots To
Play Donkey
Cage Session
Donkey basketball, billed as
"The Craziest Show on Earth,"
will be played Tuesday night,
November 24, in Fulton County
High School gym.
The opposing teams will con-
sist of Fulton County teachers
and Carborundum Company em-
ployes. The donkeys will be
provided by Diamond K Donk-
as Relocation Officer for the
Banana Festival City Urban Re-
newal Project,
Mr. Martin has been serving
as Assistant Director cd
Urban Renewal Agency GS
Hazard, Kentucky for the past
two years. In his position as
Assistant Director he has been
in charge of Relocation and
Finance. He comes fully qual-
ified to serve as Relocation
Officer and will be working
directly with each family or
Individual who works or resides
In the project area. He will
assume the duties of this office
on the 1st day of December.
Mr. Martin is married and
has two children, a daughter and
a son. He is a member of the
Presbyterian Church in Haz-
ard and is an active Jaycee.
ey Ball Company of Wapak-
oneta, Ohio. Mount Everest is the highest
Rules of donkey basketball point In the world at 29,028 feet.
state that riders can shoot only
while sitting on their donkeys
and can recover loose balls
only while holding onto the
reins.
Tip-off time is 8 p.m., with
admission 50 cents for students
and $1 for adults. All proceeds
go the the FCHS athletic fund.
CLASSIFIED ADS
have opening for two elderly
people in private home. Sleep.
me r.oms for working people.
Call 472-2336.
OPENING
FAMILY BARGAIN CENTER
Thursday, November 19
— Men's & Women's Clothing —
SPECIALS
Men's Pants
$7.00 to $12.00 Values—Only $3.79
Women's Sweaters —First Quality
$12.00 to $18.00 Values — Only $4.99
Former Jones' IGA Bldg. Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
Washington Street —9 A. M. to 8 P. M.
BURRY! LAST 10 DAYS
Hundreds attended and shared in our
Value Festival.. Did You?-- Hurry In --
Just Thursday, Friday and Saturday Left
-- Buy your Winter Needs at Great Sav-
ings.. Here are just a Few of Them!
WINER COATS
Preso Illowpo—Voloto to $40.00
$39 - $49
*59
DRESSES
Pea ood Nollaw SOH
Sows S-1S, 10.20. 14 W-14%
%Ow to $1111.911 Voles to $10.00
*12 - $19
.Valm $To $399929
SAVE
Rola or boar Iliga UMW
COATS
Swab, Code • WW1, Plela
SWIM Aglow lied
gm II to 11.11110e21
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Was Dunn Elected Governor
With Help Of Democrats?
NASHVILLE, Wef''
Before very long, Tennessee
Democrats must edifie to gripe
with a question of political real-
ity in the -face ef...a continuing
challenge by higlily organized
Thel =er wifl help show
whether Republiean Winfield
Dunn was elected governor
with the help of pepiocrats, or
whether all the y inft that this
was regarded as a Democratic
state Deralcrais were simply
elected with Republican hells.
it is more likely the latter is
true, but now that Republicans
have decided to make it on
their own- instead of ccatroll-
big the Democratic primary -
the question for the Democrats
becomes more urgent.
Some interesting points to
Per
-John J. Hooker Jr. Polled
505,000 votes, more than any oth-
•r Democratic candidate for
governor except Buford Riling.
ton in 1966 when he had no
GOP opposition.
- Republicans have carried
Tennessee in four of the last
five presidential elections and
In the fifth GOP conservative
Barry Goldwater drew 508,000
votes in losing.
- Several cars with very-low-
number license plates, parked
daily at the capitol, bore
"Dunn" stickers. Ellington,
SUPER SAVINGS
Al Evans Drug
lea Una
YARD LEAF
BASS
10 Bees; 7-Bo'. Bier
Reg. $1.911
BAND AIDS
30 Sheer Strips
1-inch wide, Reg. no
49c
who was the choice of East
Tennessee Republicans when he
defeated Hooker In 1966, offered
Hooker virtually no public sup.
Port in this year's general elec-
tion. And Dunn indicates he
may well include some Elting-
ton cabinet members in his own
administration.
- In this year's primaries
585,000 votes were cast in the
Democratic primary and only
345,000 were recorded in the
GOP contest.
The average Conservative vo:
ter Probably doesn't care
Particularly whether he votes
for a conservative Democrat or
a conservative Republican. To
paraphrase a well known sena-
tor-elect, what difference does
it make "If he believes what we
believe,"
But there is more at stake for
the parties themselves.
For one thing, 48 county elec-
tion commissions will now go
Republican, because Republi-
can Dunn carried them.
More important, Tennessee
now has a 5-4 Democratic ma-
jority in the U.S. House of
Representatives, and the Cen-
sus Bureau indicates one of
these nine congressmen likely
will go before the 1972 election.
This is because Tennessee has
not gained population as fast as
some other areas.
The Democratic legislature
will redistrict the state to de-
termine the odd man out, but a
Republican administration
which is backed by Democrats
for Dunn could influence whe-
ther the 1972 lineup will be 4-4
Democratic or 6-2 Republican.
The question is where and
DIAL
Anti-Perspirant
I.3-oz. Aerosol
Hag. $149
89c
PROTE111 21
11.-4.«; •
7-os ; Reg. PM
99c
 
IMMOI
Persona Blades
Sasser Stainless
Node, or Double Edit*
Reg. $1.45
78c 
scon-7
24az. Super-Sfze
Reg. $1.141
.20
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Woman's Club
To Meet At
Fulton Friday
FULTON, Ky., The
Home and Garden Department
will begin Its new year with a
"Birthday Luncheon" at the
Woman's Club Friday at 12:30
p.m.
Serving as hostesses will be:
Mesdames Roy Latta, Carl Pir-
tle, Clifton Williams, Van Latta,
Nannie Austin, J. W. Best, J. P
DeMyer, Robert Gregg and Ray
Graham.
The covered-dish luncheon will
be served buffet and members
will be seated at tables repre-
senting the month of their birth.
Mrs. Van Latta is leader for
the day, and Mrs. Clifton Wil-
liams will present a program.
Regents Hall Is Dedicated
Dr. Sparks Has No Fear Of
Violence By MSU Students
hoped the new dormitory would
not be used to "house dissen-
MURRAY, Ky., tion" prior to the statement by
Murray State University Preen- Sparks.
dent Dr. Harry M. Sparks Sat- Christen, who was on hand
urday said he had no fear of to formally present the new hall
violence by members of the to Murray's Board of Regents
MSU student body. Vice Chairman Joseph Whittle,
Sparks made the comment said he prayed Regents Hall
during the dedication ceremo- would be a place of tranquility
nies of Regents Hall, a newly and learning. The housing of
completed t2.38 million women's dissention would waste the pur-
residence hall at the university, pose of the new dormitory, he
State Commissioner of Fl- stated.
nance Albert Christen said he Whittle said, "the youth of
our country are our greatest
aTsource. We must try to bridge
the communication gap."
Whittle indicated more con-
cern for the lack of communica-
tion than the "generation gap."
Sparks said he had a high re-
gard for the "responsible stu-
dent body" at MSU. He called
Murray students "concerned"
but noted their tendency to
"constructive action" as oppos-
ed to violence.
Sparks noted in particular the
non-violent reaction and activi-
ties that occurred after the Kent
State killings.
Sparks unveiled a plaque,
permanent in the dormitory, in-
scribed with the names of past
and present members of the
Board of Regents, to whom the
building was dedicated.
Medallions were awarded to
present and past members of
the board and representatives
of members deceased or unable
to attend.
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancarnp,
'vice president for administra-
tive affairs, presided at the
how the district lines will be
drawn- and which districts will
Include the most Republican or
Democratic counties.
The same set of circum-
stances also applies to reappor-
tionment of the legislature on
the basis of the 1970 census.
It was obvious during the
summer and fall that Republi-
cans, as a party, were more en-
thusiastic and more tightly or-
ganized than the Democrats.
*AI FACTOR
Heir ilfW•Y
114G. Reg. SUS
ac
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MIS DRUG CO.
Lake St. Fulton
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Hearing Aid I
Counselor
m
TO HOLD FREE HEARING AID
CONSULTATION
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER a
9:00 am to 4:00 pm
Chamber of Com-
merce Building
302 Main St.
Fulton, Ky.
Belton* Is pleased to an-
nounce that they have
secured the services of
Mr. Troy Sheppard, Cer-
tified Hearing Aid Audio-
logist for mar special 0410-
day hearing aid consulta-
tion. If you hay* a hoar,
Mg problem, Mr. Shep-
pard Invites you to coma
In for a free electronic
herring test, and demon.
straiten of the Belton*
Hearing Glasses. No obli-
gation.
newt nets This ermrieney
. WPM I/ year chance to
try the aresest ortO flout Sof-
tone Hearing Glasses. If you
Anita% to use • lersortrep
for tear at being stared at,
it,,. IOW flatitereepht, coin-
Notable, attractive media
may tm tha Waiver I. year
firetilre.
TROY SHEPPARD
Consultant
FRESH BATTERIES
1/2
 PRICE
If you ere • hearing aid
user and cease in during
our special hearing aid cee.
Imitation for a free demon-
stration, you may purchase
• set of batteries at half-
price. Limit one Bet to a
custom... If you can't tense
in, tell Office, for home op-
poimment. No obligation. 1
Phone for In-The-Home-Appointment
Tests run in the home by appointment
only.
gebOn 
102
e
of PADUCAH
A Kentucky's Largest Waring Aid [heeler .2.1
-vow •■•••••...am.- •ommow.....mow
Ifte "Dud) Bev"
The Pabulsua "Belinda" Natural Skin Pori
NOW ON SALE
at the lowest prices ever. Come in to Anthony's Vilipo of South
Fulton for the lowest prices in this area.
Our 'FIVE-FOR-ONE-BALE" lion until Christmas.
ANTHONY'S WIGS 317 VANCIL !T.Ss. falba, Tema
oceans ET TENN. STATE WARP OF COSMETOLOGY.
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COME I ELOCIS ON 11.411.111Y ROAD- COMER awn ON MONT.
NNW NOM. 011019MM TO 440 1111 MON TIM/ SAT
AFTER MO Fla ET AFFINNTINIPIT' HOME 901-4794701
Examples:
- After Dunn was nominated,
ever defeated candidate moved
immediately to marshal their
forces behind the winner.
- After Hooker was nomi-
nated, two also-rans also
moved quickly to endorse him,
a third endorsed him somewhat
later, and the fourth, with the
most votes, never did say,
"Vote for Hooker." After a res-
pectfully long silence, he did
say, "Vote Democratic."
- President Nixon and Ho-
ward Baker, the two Republi-
can officeholders who at that
time had gained statewide
majorities in Tennessee elec.
Hens, campaigned for Dunn
and Brock.
- Gov. Buford Ellington, side-
lined with a minor heart disor-
der, never issued a public en-
dorsement of Hooker himself,
only the party. He never inter-
fered with the views of Demo-
crats for Dunn in his adminis-
tration.
U the average voter doesn't
really care about all this, the
party itself should care if it
doesn't. The Democratic party
obviously laces a situation that
could lead to conservatives,
nominally Democrats, finding a
permanent home in the GOP.
This was Dunn's campaign
strategy and his campaign
Pitch - and it worked. As the
top man in the GOP for the
next four years, he is in a
position to make it work again
In 1972 and 1974 - and, if he
plays his cards right, more et-
tact-trey,
if he Is successful, the losers
wlll be those conservative
Democratic leaders who,
through the Democratic Party,
moved in to positions of leader-
ship.
John J, Hooker Jr., who
preached Democratic unity, is
temporarily in charge of his
party as the gubernatorial stan-
dard bearer. He is going to
have to call some serious meet-
ings to discuss whether Demo.
crass are going to quit squabbl-
ing among themselves - unim-
portant when there is no GOP
opposition - long enough to try
to perform a political party's
chief function - winning elec-
tions.
1000 Jobs Lost
In Tennessee
In 12 Months
ATLANTA, Ga. South-
eastern regional non- farm
employment rose to more than
10.5 million, but Tennessee was
one of four area states in whichjobs were lost, the Atlanta of..
lice of the Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics reports.
The office reported that 1,000
lobs were lost in Tennessee
from September, 1969 throughhull August.
However, Tennessee non-
farm workers were earning hig-
her pay, 14 cents an hour more
than in September, 1969. Last
September the workers were
earning an average of 82.77 per
hour, compared to $2.72 in Au.
gust and $2.63 in August, 1969.
The hours worked by non-ag-
ricultural employes declined
slightly to an average of 39.7
hours per week compared to 40
hours in August and 40.6 in Sep.
tember, 1969„
The average eekiy wage rose
to 8109.97 in September, com.
pared to $108.80 in August and
8106.78 in September of 1969.
The planet Jupiter is a huge
ps ball that mad swallow 1,300
earths.
Two From County
Are Nominated
Thirty-six students at the
University of Tennessee at Mar -
tino cluding two from Mien
C hens been nominated to
"o 'e Among Students in
American Universities and Col-
leges" for 1970-71.
The Dillon County students are
Christina Mae McKinney, senior
In secondary education, South
Fulton, and Norma K. Morrison°,
senior in home economics, Union
City.
Nominees are selected on the
basis of scholarship, participa-
tion and leadership in academic
affairs and extracurricular ac-
tivities, citizenship and service
to the university and promise of
future usefulness.
The juniors and seniors who
have been selected will be recog-
nised at the annual UTM Honors
Day program, H. Et Smith, dean ofj
students, has announced_
AUCTION SALE
dedication ceremonies. Presi-
dent Emeritus Dr. Ralph H.
Woods, presented the invocation.
Construction of the new resi-
dence hall was begun in May of
1969. Regents Hall will house 398
coeds at the location on the east
edge of the MSU campus.
Dormitory Council President
Janelle Turner, a sophomore
from Akron, Ohio, said coeds
currently residing in Clark Hall
were eager to move into the
new facility.
A $2.78 million eight-story
classroom build ing currently
under construction is also near-
ing completion, according to a
university spokesman. The new
building will be first utilized
during this month, acording to
Dr. Hogancamp.
A $4.59 million fine arts build-
ing, a $5.3 million academic-
athletic complex, and a $1.1
million general services struc-
stuare. are scheduled for comple-
tion in 1971, an MSU official
id
Of interest to Homemakers
Becomes A Peer
LONDON George
Brown, a truck driver's son who
became a deputy prime minis-
ter and foreign minister of Brit-
ain, has entered the House of
Lords as Baron George-Brown
of Jevington.
Brown was made a life peer
after the defeat in June of the
Labor government he helped to
lead. Be took his oath of fealty
to Queen Elizabeth II in the
House of Lords Tuesday.
• TRANSISTOR!
WALKIE
TALKIES
$11.95 Pair
AC - DC RADIOS
$11.95 each
Railroad Salvage
Company
Lake St. — Fulton, Ky.
Massive doses of vitamins
have been found successful in
treating some inherited diseases.
WE BU', SELL, TRADE
both new and used Shot-
Guns, Rifles, Pistols.
Complete gunsmith service:
we clean and typistr any
eon made.
10'; OFF
on all
Hunting Clothes
Al/ Shotgun & Rifle
Shells Wholesale, By
The Case.
441mittrisrStrXtgrestl
Fulton. Ky.
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BEN X FIRANKLIN14
Mr. and Mrs. Welter Williams g
Homeplace, West State Line itew
Road In Dukedom, Tem.
Nousehokl -Antique - Glassware
SAT., NOV. 21, 1970 10 A. M.
Bad health has forced us to
break up housekeeping.
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS
ANTIQUES
MISCELLANEOUS
So many items we cannot be-
gin to mention Mem all, all
nice & Everything Sells.
SALE — Rein or Shine
LUNCH — Available
rums — Cash
For more information contact
Mr. Durrell (Toddy) McCall,
Mere 46114469 or the Aix-
Homer. — MR. MRS WAL-
TER WILLIAMS, Owners —
Dukedom, Tam — COL. RU,
BERT AINLEY and COL.
MACK CURTSINGER, Auc-
tioneer, 
— 
Dukedom, Tenn.
Phone Office 472-1371.
Ray's
it
479-V182
BIG MUMMER 45c
Pizza — Thick Shakos — Fried Chicken
Bands — Thur. Friday and Sat Nita.
Sudsy Open 5 p. aTsip. OHIO
T 400 LAKE STREET
ZLVXVAVX•Vak:XeVaVMVMV.XkVAV*VaVAVI
FULTON, KY.
SLEIGHSOUTHSIDE DRUG CO. FuLLof
Broadway Street South Fulton
(Next to Liberty Market) VALIJEFree Parkine Drive-in Window
WINNERS— Patty Parrish (left) delivered
a talk on 4-H activities during the re-
cent 4-11 Awards Banquet. Among those
TOP PROJECTS— Projects completed by
(lrom left) Arm Alexander, Mary Jane Can-
non, Robin Milner, Katie Matray, Nancy
winning honors were: From left,
Parrish, Sherri McKinney, Suzie
and Karen MeWherter.
Miss
Rozzell
McEwen and Rhonda Isbell won them honors
at the recent 4-H honor banquet.
South Fulton
Considers
Annexation
50 Million In U.S.
Have Arthritis
NEW YORK — Arthritis is
called "everybody's disease" be-
cause nearly everyone suffers
from it sooner or later. About
50 million Americans have
some form of arthritis, about 17
million sufficiently painful to
force them to seek medical at-
tention.
South Fulton City Commis- •
stoner Mike Blake has sub-
mitted a proposal to the City
Commission to annex a one
square mile area located around
the South Fulton bypass.
The proposal came at this
week's regular monthly meeting
of the commission and now will
be sent to the South Fulton Re-
gional Planning Commission for
recommendations.
The land involved in the
proposal includes the Latta
subdivision, Harry McKirmey
property, the South Fulton indus-
trial site, the South Fulton side
of the Highlands community
and the property where the
water tower Is located.
Mr. Blake said the annexa-
tion would bring into the city
an area already served by water
and sewer lines and residents
would be charged the same rates
for water, sewer and garbage
as other South Fulton citizens.
Margarine was invented about
1870 by a French scientist, Hipp-
otle Mege-Mouries, as a result
of a contest sponsored by Napo-
leon (IL The new product won
the contest
HOUSE MOVING
25 Years' Experience
Houses and other buildings moved,
or jacked up and leveled.
Free Estimates
JAMES C. MOORING
Tiptonville, Tenn.
Telephone 253-7594
Spec/a/SEWING BONANZA
100% POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS
$5.98 Yd. NOW $4.88 Yd,
$4.98 Yd. NOW $3.88 Yd.
Bonded Knits Reg. $3.98 Yd.
CLOSEOUT 
 $1.00 Yd.
ElCrepes, bonded suitings, poplins, tarpoon t
weights. Polyester & cotton blends. Yd.
Values to $1.98 — Close=j 2 - YARDS $100OR suiting &moiled COILORS
New Touch and Sew Singer 640 model
$100.00 OFF regular price, easy terms
—We repair all makes of sewing machines —
FULTON SEWING CENTER
"Your Local SINGER Dealer"
Phone 479-1922 701 Broadway (Martin Highway) South Fulton
JUDGERS— Assistant Agent Charlie Grooms(left) preaents awards to members of the
Livestock Judging Team, Mike Milner,
Greg Phelps and Paul Phelps. The team
participated in both Jackson and Memphis.
1VISU Art
Faculty
Sets Show
MURRAY, Ky., • An
exhibition of work by live new
faculty members in the art de-
partment of Murray State Uni-
versity will be on display in the
Mary Ed Mecoy Hall Gallery of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Build-
ing on the campus Sunday
through Nov. 30.
Exhibitors include Ed Jajosky
and Trond Sandvik, both assis-
tant professors, and Pornpilai
Buranabunpot, Marcia Durrant
and Luke Oas, instructors. All
of them joined the faculty this
fall.
To be shown are paintings,
drawings, prints, textiles, furni-
ture and three dimensional
work, according to Miss Ellie
Samuelson, gallery director at
Pupils Draw 'Pay'
BONN—Ali West German pu-
pils in the upper three classes
of high school and those attend.
ing vocational schools can apply
for a government allowance of
859.40 a month to continue their
education.
Murray State.
Gallery hours are 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Monday through Fri-
day, 9 a.m, to noon on Saturday
and 2 to 5 p.m. on Sunday.
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New Fraternity
Organized At UTM
Twenty-six male students at
the University of Tennessee at
Martin, Including three from
Mon County, were inducted as
charter members of Alpha Phi
Omega service fraternity during
recent chapter installation cere-
monies.
The three students, all from
South ruiton, Include Ton, C.
Dame, Jr., son at Mr. and Mrs.
Dame, Gary Mac Herrod,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm
Ball, and Bobby Wiley, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Morris wilily.
According to Dr. R.L. Bait-
tam, chairman of the APO advis-
ory committee and UTRI assist-
ant professor Of Eeilleti, mem-
bers of the Alpha Pi Omega
chapter at Murray State Uni-
versity Installed thaUTM group.
USED STOVES
And REFRIGERATORS
All Clean and Guaranteed
Several Hide-A-Beds and living room
suites in good condition.
EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
107 COMMERCIAL 472-1533
A FROZEN FOOD EDGE
THAT REALLY WORKS!
This is a
Professional Size Knife
151/2 inches long
...plus a razor-sharp
slicing ed
N _
,11
Cross-cut edge easily cuts
frozen foods covered with ice
Cross-cut edge has been demon-
strated cutting trees on Tv
New Safe-Guard handle
protects your hands
Shatter-proof, dishwater safe
handle guaranteed for life
-11111111111111111111I 
with any purchase
Millions have seen this knife on TV
cutting through solid ice as a $3.00 TV special.
EXCLUSIVELY AT
. . Sharp enough for a
professional meat cutter
Stays sharp because
90% of this razor edge
never touches cutting surface
Never before has a cutlery
maker dared to guarantee
the edges of his product.
....This frozen food knife
really works, or bring It
back and your money will
be cheerfully refunded.
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WINNERS— Patty Parrish (left) delivered
a talk on 4-H activities during the re-
cent 4-H Awards Banquet. Among those
TOP PROJECTS— Protects completed by
(from left) Ann Alexander, Mary Jane Can-
non, Robin Milner, Katie Matray, Nancy
winning honors were: From left, Miss
Parrish, Sherri McKinney, Suzie Rozzell
and Karen McWherter.
McEwen and Rhonda Isbell won them honors
at the recent 4-H honor banquet.
South Fulton
Considers
Annexation
South Fulton City Commis-
sioner Mike Blake has sub-
mitted a proposal to the City'
Commission to annex a one
square mile area located around
the South Fulton bypass.
The proposal came at this
week's regular monthly meeting
of the commission and now will
be sent to the South Fulton Re-
gional Planning Commission for
recommendations.
The land involved in the
Proposal Includes the Latta
Subdivision, Harry McKinney
property, the South Fulton indus-
trial site, the South Fulton sole
of the Highlands community
and the property where the
water tower is located.
Mr. Blake said the annexa-
tion would bring into the city
an area already served by water
and sewer lines and residents
would be charged the same rates
for water, sewer and garbage
as other South Fulton citizens.
Margarine was invented about
1870 by a French scientist, HIPP-
oyle Mege•Mouries, as a result
of a contest sponsored by Napo-
leon IIL The new product WO/1
the contest
50 Million In U.S.
Have Arthritis
NEW YORK — Arthritis is
called "everybody's disease" be-
cause nearly everyone suffers
from It sooner or later. About
50 million Americans have
some form of arthritis, about 17
million sufficiently painful to
force them to seek medical at-
tention.
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JUDGERS— Assistant Agent Charlie Grooms(left) presents awards to members of the
Livestock Judging Team, Mike Milner,
Greg Phelps and Paul Phelps. The team
participated in both Jackson and Memphis.
IIISU Art
Faculty
Sets Show
MURRAY, Ky., An
exhibition of work by live new
faculty members in the art de-
partment of Murray State Uni-
versity will be on display in the
Mary Ed Mecoy Hall Gallery of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Build-
ing on the campus Sunday
through Nov. 30.
Exhibitors include Ed Jajosky
and Trond Sandvik, both assis-
tant professors, and Pornpilai
Buranabunpot, Marcia Durrant
and Luke Oas, instructors. All
of them joined the faculty this
fall.
To be shown are paintings,
drawings, prints, textiles, furni-
ture and three dimensional
work, according to Miss Ellie
Samuelson, gallery director at
Pupils Draw 'Pay'
BONN—All West German pu-
pils in the upper three classes
of high school and those attend.
ing vocational schools can apply
for a government allowance of
$59.40 a month to continue their
education.
Murray State.
Gallery hours are 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Monday through Fri-
day, 9 a.m, to noon on Saturday
and 2 to 5 p.m. on Sunday.
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New Fraternity
Organized At (JIM
Twenty-six male students at
the University of Tennessee at
Martin, including three from
Obion County, were inducted as
charter members of Alpha Phi
Omega service fraternity during
recent chapter installationcere-
monies.
The three students, all from
South Fulton, include Tom C.
Dame, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
NJ,. Dame, Gary Mae Harrod,
son oft Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm
Bell, end Robby Wiley, Eon ot
and sirs. Morris Wiley.
According to Dr. ILL Brit-
lain, chairman of the APO advis-
ory committee andUTI4 assist-
ant professor &English, mem-
bers of the Alpha Pi Omega
chapter at Murray State Uni-
versity installed Mount group.
USED STOVES
And REFRIGERATORS
All Clean and Guaranteed
Several Hide-A-Reds and living room
suites in good condition.
EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
107 COMMERCIAL 472-1533
A FROZEN FOOD EDGE
THAT REALLY WORKS!
This is a
Professional Size Knife
151/2 inches long
Cross-cut edge easily cuts
frozen foods covered with kb
Crots-cut edge has been demon.
suited cutting trees on TV
...plus a razor-sharp
slicing edge
New Safe-Guard handle
protects your hands
Shatter-proof, dishwater site
handle guaranteed for life
'my
with any purchase
Millions have seen this knife on TV
cutting through solid ice as a $3.00 TV special.
EXCLUSIVELY AT
. . Sharp enough for a
professional meat cutter
Stays sharp because
90% of this razor edge
never touches cutting surface
Never before has a cutlery
maker dared to guarantee
the edges of his product.
. • ..This frozen food knife
really works, or bring it
back and your money will
be cheerfully refunded.
vim MMUS NNW
SLUMS=
10 to 14 LOS
Turkeys
A&P SELF BA
Turkeys
PHILADELPHIA
Cream
A&P
Sweet
A&P
Pump I
THANK YOU
Crabap
ASP 16-0Z.
Cranbe
BORDEN'S
Mince
BLEACH
Action
DETERGENT
Amon
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TUBE
USDA
GRADE TURKEYS
SUPER-RIGHT
PAC
11)
• II U•S•C
1141MITIIIIIPII Os
MAICIPITS11111
10 to 14 LBS
Turkeys LB.390
LB 490
A&P SELF BASTING
Turkeys 16 .22 LBS.
SUPER-RIGHT
BLADE CUT BEEF
CHUCK ROAST
LB.
-
:;;;;;;$, «,111pou'!••".
-••••
PHILADELPHIA BRAND
Cream Cheese 24/6694
A&P
Sweet Po ta toes ci5
A&P
Pumpkin
THANK YOU 28-0Z.
Crabapples..
16 02 CAN  ln
  53:
JANE PARKER
FRUIT CAKE
LB. CAKE
9
44,7 Aof, 4.4014
11.* .•
OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE
ALP 14.01.
Cranberry Sauce 2 for 53C
BORDEN'S
Mince Meat 28 OZ JAR  69
BLEACH
Action 22 OZ. BOX  814
Axion 12 OZ. BOX 394
DETERGENT
. ;
QUALITY
S. , 4
'
41101.
19-22
LBS.
LB.
SUPER-RIGHT
FULLY COOKED
SEMI-BONELESS
HAM
WHOLE OR BONE-IN QUARTER
LB.
HOW GOOD ARE OUR TURKEYS?
So Good We Dare To Offer •
DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK
We're so sure you'll be pleased we confi-
dently offer you double your money back
If you're not completely satisfied with any
Holiday Turkey you buy at .6.8.P. (Either
price label or register tape is necessary,
of emu.)
SLICED 1 LB PKG.
Al I good Bacon
STORE SLICED
Bacon LB  57C
SOUTHERN STAR
Pork Roast LB
BLADE CUT
Chuck St
Patio Pups 1 LB. PKG. 79c
14 PORK LOIN SLICED
Pork Chops Le69
7 RIB END (LOIN END 65055t
k LB  63C
OSCAR MAYER IR . THICK BEEF)
Bologn 12 OZ PKG  69
SUPER RIGHT
Canned Ham 8 LB CAN 4
*like Potatoes 10a58
PASCAL
Celery (YAMS LB 12h) EA 25t
GOLDEN RIPE
Bananas
JONATHAN
Apples
FRESH
Cranberries
TANGELOS Of
Tangerines
Bibb Leiluce,
Bouquet stainless
tablewale
by COVEJVTRY
WI IA N If AI, •
TEASPOON
REG. PRICE MO
LB 1 1:4
 itaft8C
1 LB.PKG.28c
REG or MINT
CRESTTOOTHPASTE
7 02
BTL
LIQUID
NELL
87c
16-oz.
PEPSI 6-Pak. 514
Free Sample Friday and Saturday
EA. 44
lb. 49t
4."•••
BETTER GET YOUR
WHILE 'THE
GETTIN'S GOOD.
V0'41 still got MOS, but seriously you'd better
get yours while the Who's good
JUST $988
EACH
while the herd lasts.
inip•ifikagg
1k OPP 3 • LB. 1-0Z.
llinso 79:
DETERGENT
Cold Power LB.iol 89
AP
PRICES GOOD
THRU SAT.,
NOV. 21
-
SUPER-RIGHT
SMOKED HAM
- SHANK
PORTION
LB.
JANE PARKER
PUMPKIN PIE49,
EA.
iliffERMILK
BREAD
20 OZ.
LVES.
1 200 CT. FACIAL or
2 CT. BATHROOM
r-
'••
o
0
LADY SCOTT
TISSUE
'AP
liGliT 4107 (AN
I SPRY 73t
----,With This Coupon
Good Only At A • P Food StureC.
Regular Price Without Coulson
Coupon Expires Sat . Nov 11
Unlit 1 Coupon Per Customer
AP y I AP
3 LB.
1 OZ.
BOX
(10i OFF! GIANT
GAIN
DETERGENT
694
Ladies
COATS
lo%
to
and
Mens
SUITS
4
Grouse Hunting Is Challenging Sport
In Mountain, Knob Region Of Kentucky
FRANKFORT,. Ky.-41e flat-
land people of lieetuCky know
very little about the grouse or
about grouse hunting. Neverthe-
less the mountain and knob
country residents will tell you
that the ruffed grouse, found al-
most exclusively in 33 Eastern
Kentucky comities, Is not only
one of the finest birds to hunt
but also offer i the greatest chal-
lenge to the person who fancies
aimself as sligOitly more than a
iovice in the Kentucky hunting
ianorama.
The season for this swift-fly-
ng, darting woodland bird opens
XI Nov. 19 and continues well
past the quail season, through
Feb. 28. The bag limit is four
with a possession limit of eight
after two or more days of hunt-
ing. However, it is not often that
a hunter may equal either o'
those limits, not because of
lack of birds but because the)
are so very wary and present e
most difficult target. They us
ually are found in the yen
roughest terrain, which is in
their favor when hunting time
rolls around.
The grouse is basically a north-
ern bird but, it may be found
in high altitudes as far south as
Georgia. The cut-over timber in
the Eastern Kentucky moun-
tains has brought about an ideal
food and cover situation for the
grouse and for the past 15 to 20
years, good harvests have been
reported by the fit and able
hunter, who is justifiably re-
spected by his fellow hunters
when he harvests one or more of
the fine birds.
The grouse is not large, the
male weighing in the neighbor-
hood of a pound and one-half,
with the female slightly smaller.
But properly prepared, they are
a gourmet's delight and a
grouse dinner is the epitome in
the wild bird food category.
The feeding habits of grouse
are as diversified as are the
yields of its favorite foods. They
may well prefer the seeds and
leaves of the greenbriar or tiw
'berries from the dogwood tree.
Wild grapes are a delicacy.
They will eat other green leaves
and if the supply of Ned runs
low, they'll surely eat types of
fern that may be fourid growing
in their mountain area. Beech-
nuts are a staple with the grouse
and small acorns also are on Its
menu. When these type ,foods
become scarce they'Utovise
like deer and can ' their
way on buds from the merlons
bushes. From this food sample
it can be understood why the
cut-over woods have had so
much to do with bringing back
the population of grouse.
Food and weather conditions
may be a guide as to where the
grouse may be found. They'll
surely be where their favorite
food Is available, be it on the
mountaintops, the plateaus or in
the fertile valleys which have
been cultivated, but abandoned.
They'll be in those various
places as the food dictates and
although they are rugged birds,
they'll give a bit to the weather-
man and when conditions dic-
tate they'll be found In various
stages of cover.
To the person who has hunted
grouse this information is super-
fluous; to those who have not
hunted this fast-flying woodland
bird, it may be an encourage-
ment to try. But the best advice
Jo be given a newcomer is that
he buddy-up with an experienced
hunter on his sashay up the
mountainsides in quest of the
ruffed grouse.
Miss Murray State Contest
Will Be Held In December
MURRAY, Ky.—A search for
the Murray State University
coed who will represent the
school in competition leading up
to the Miss America Pageant
next fall will end on the evening
of Dec. 4.
That is the date a new Miss
Murray State will be crowned in
the university auditorium as the
climax for the 15 finalists in
the pageant. The winner will
advance to the Miss Kentucky
Pageant in Louisville next
P. N. HIRSCH 8. CO.
615 BROADWAY. SOUTH FULTON
Hours: V 8.30 - 6: F t. - 8:30.
Winter Coats For The
ENTIRE FAMILY
THE
ENTIRE STOCK OF
KOis.\ Ciristo t, COATS
45pMensCOATS
Boys
COATS
THESE ITEMS
DISCOUNTED1 07: 5
(20% 30% 40%)
DISCOUNT % WILL BE PLACED IN BALLOONE
AND AFTER MERCHANDISE IS SELECTED
CUSTOMER WILL PICK BALLOON OF THEIR
CHOICE THE % IN THAT BALLOON WILL BE
DISCOUNTED ON ANY OUTER WEAR OR
MEN'S SUITS PURCI3ASED.
DO NOT MISS THIS ANNUAL EVENT
BRING THE FAMILY, FIT THEM FOR
THEIR WINTER NEEDS ON SUITS.
JACKETS OR COATS
Remember! Wednesday thru Saturday
November 18 through 21
Doctor
in the Kitchen'
by Laurence M. Murals, MAX
Consultant, National Dairy Council
CHILDREN WHO PUSS
Perhaps as long as there are
mothers there will be children
who fuss over their food, or who
refuse to eat—at least at times.
And since there would be no
children without mothers, the
problem will remain with us just
as it has for as many years as I
can remember.
What should you do when your
child won't eat? The first advice
I give is for the mother to relax.
It isn't the problem she thinks it
is, nor is it unique.
No youngster with normal in-
telligence will starve when there
is food to be had. But children
may not always want to eat when,
or what, or as much as their
mothers think they should.
Early Growth
Let's review some basic biology.
Before your child was born he
grew by taking his nourishment
from you, his mother. Before he
was born he grew from a tiny cell
to seven pounds or better. In the
first six months infants generally
double their weight. This is still
fast growing though not as fast
as his prenatal period. Then in
spring. the second six months a child in-
Dan Miller, a Murray senior creases his weight, ass rule, aboutfifty percent. After the first year
who is serving as pa geant the rate of growth gets slower and
chairman, said the deadline for slower 
spurt rt between the third
until he gets his first
entries is Nov. 13. Any Murray 
growthan 
d fifth years.
State coed who meets contest Thus it is that your child gets to
requirements is eligible to corn- tihoenaptueilnyt 1:•ssherfeoohdetnheaendhsepdrodo asr-
pete.
Fifteen finalists will be chos- Telex Links Libraries
en in a preliminary judging PRETORIA — Twenty South
Nov. 22. African libraries are linked by
The pageant marks the sec-
ond successive year Murray 
Telex to provide an "instant
reference service" for students
State has had a chance at the in search of rare books.
coveted Miss America title.
Miller said he has "an expecta-
tion of more entries than the 40
contestants" who were in the
competition last year.
Linda Brownfield of Murray
Miss Murray State of 1970, fin-
ished as the second runnerup in
the Miss Kentucky Pageant last
spring. She is now a graduate
assistant in speech at Murray
State.
The reigning Miss Kentucky,
Cynthia Ann Bostick of Owens-
boro will be the mistress of
ceremonies for the Miss Murray
State Pageant this year. Miss
Brownfield will also kl a y a
prominent role in the program.
Before the Miss Murray State
Pageant was inaugurated last
year as an official preliminary
to the Miss America Pageant,
the title of Miss Murray State
had been decided by campus.
election.
A three-member panel `cit
judges for the pageant will
place most of the emphasis on
talent in choosing a representa-
tive for the school. Swimsuit
and evening gown competition
and an interview will also fig-
ure in the judging.
Besides the right to compete
for the Miss Kentucky title, the
new Miss Murray State will be
awarded a scholarship for her
selection. More than 70,000 girls
compete throughout the country
each year for about $500,000 in
scholarship money at local,
state and national levels. Miss
America Is given a $10,000
scholarship end) year.
LRC Urges
Fluoridation
Requirement
The Legislative Research Com-
mission (LRC) recommended
today that Kentucky enact a
law to require the fluoridation
of drinking water in the state.
The report also recommended
that persons who do not have
access to fluoridated public wa-
ter supplies be provided a means
to obtain the benefits of fluoride
through alternative methods,
such as in school. The recom-
mendation said the General As-
sembly should provide for such
a program under the State
Health Department.
A study of the fluoridation is-
sue, ordered by the 1970 Gener-
al Assembly, showed that a long
time intake of water which was
fluoridated in recommended
amounts was not harmful to
either young or old persons, the
report said.
And the concetunis of medical
and scientific opinion, the report
said, is that fluoridation of com-
munity water supplies is a rec-
ommended procedure for the re-
duction of dental disease.
While Kentucky does not now
have a fluoridation law, as seven
other states do, a Health De-
partment regulation requires
water to be fluoridated in cities
of the first four classes. The re-
quIrernent also applies to water
districts which serve populations
equivalent to cities of those
sizes.
The LRC report, prepared by
Charles Wright, said that fluori-
dation was inexpensive In terms
of the savings which results in
both monetary and human re-
sources.
a baby. Toddlers don't eat as much
as babies because they don't need
to.
Hence, you. as his mother, must
revise your thinking. Once you ac-
cept that fact some of the prob-
lem evaporates.
lota• Aspects
But there are other aspects. too.
Young children begin to have
likes and dislikes and this, of
course, affects their eating.
They also like to dawdle and
play over eating. Too much of this
must be overcome. But a lot of
It is natural and can he indulged
until it passes.
And finally and this may be
the biggest problem — children
love the limelight and the atten-
tion they can get If you over re-
act to your child's refusal to eat.
you will have a real problem. If
he persists in not eating, try walk-
ing out on him, My prediction is
he'll eat when he gets ready, es-
pecially when he realizes you are
not going to reward his "acting"
with anxiety.
Shut Off ,the.SpotlIght
So shut oft the spotlight. Re-
move your child from the center
of the stage. Be nonchalant. He'll
eat when he needs to. If he doesn't
then it's time to get individual
medical advice, especially if your
child actually becomes listless.
fails to gain reasonable weight, or
gives other signs of possible ill-
ness.
Housing Aid Soars
TAIPEI — The number of
housing units on Formosa built
with the help of government
loans rose from 26,296 in 1960
to 96,463 last year.
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Vinson-Led Falcons
Halt Wingo 74-60
CLINTON, Ky. — Hickman County ran its ieto,d to 2-0
in the infant basketball season Friday night with a 74-60 borne-
court victory over scrappy Whir.
Falcon guard Charles Vinson again led his team both In
scoring and rebounding, gathering 24 points and counting 14
rebounds from his backcourt
position. Pember was the In-
dians' chief scoror with 21.
The Falcons winged Wingo
from the field, hitting 55.5 per
cent to the losers' 40. Hickman
converted 24 of 40 free throws Alain W.
Rickman County 19 34 59 74
Minty 14 32 411 00
in a free-fouling contest, and
the Indians hit on 16 of 22 chari-
ty tosses.
Roy McKendree added 17
points and Issac Childress 15
for the winners. Wingo dropped
to 1-2 with the loss.
Findings Link
MS To Areas
HAMBURG—Geographic fac-
tors may be related to the in-
cidence of multiple sclerosis, a
German physician suggests. Dr.
Robert C. Behrend of Hamburg
University's medical school
bases his theory on several find-
ing that appear to link MS and
the area where victims live.
He says that in the North Ger-
man port city of Hamburg, MS
strikes 56 of every 100,000 resi-
dents; in Cologne, on the Rhine,
the MS incidence is 74 per 100,-
000; and at Basel, on the Ger-
man-Swiss border, it is 115—
double Hamburg's rate.
HICKMAN CO. (74)-11. McKendrire
17. Vinson 24, Thomas 9. !Edwards 9.
ChMeIress 15.
WINS° OOP—Jones 5, Emerson 5,
Pomba SS, Oyborne 5. Yateri 2. Mc
Fulton Brulge
Winners Announced
FULTON, Ky., --Thir-
teen and one-half tables were in
play at Monday's charity game
of the Fulton Duplicate Club at
the Park Terrace. Proceeds will
be donated to Operation Santa
Claus.
Overall winners for the day
were Mrs. J. A. Poe and Mrs.
J. E. Campbell.
Winners in the Mitchell move-
ment play Included: Mrs. J. A.
Poe and J. E. Campbell, 1st;
Mrs. Brantley Amberg, Mrs. W.
L. Holland, 2nd; Mrs. Maxwell
McDade, Mrs. Homer Wilson,
3rd,
East-West: Mrs. Grady Var-
den, Mrs. Chap Taylor, 1st; Mrs.
George Emerson, Mrs. Ray-
mond Smith, 2nd; and Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Grasfeder and Mrs.
Jerry Doss, Mrs. Elwyn Oliver,
3rd (a tie).
TIVONINiONE SPECIAL
NOW 4.1" YOUR GOODYEAR SERVICF ST.
ENGINE
TUNE-UP
AND
OIL CHANGE
Save
this
week
Oily
Any U.S. 6 cit. auto,
plus rt.. a cyl. U.S.
auto 14.44 plus parts.
Add for air con-
ditioned cars. Add $I
if premium ell
is used.
• Inspect plugs; check and reset timing & points; adjust
carburetor & choke; clean fuel bowl, air filter &
battery; check ignition wires, condenser, distributor
cap, starter, regulator, generator, fan belt, cylinder
compression, and battery.
• A complete oil change is included in this low sale
price. •
BE
When you have our Engine
Tune-up and oil change
special performed on your
car at this low price.
STORE COUPON
00off
ON A NEW OIL FILTER
Thio offer good ordy ur.ii 11 - 23 - 70 upon
surrender of coupon at the Goodyear Service
Store listed below.
SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE
A0000YEAR BATTERY..
JUST FOR YOUIs27 95 DX-42 12Nett
WM exchange
OOWIR TO PAK
•Peak performance cranking power
• One piece sealed cover prevents
power loss.
• Shock and heat resistant Intercell
connectors for long life.
dependability.
VW OWNERS
eir/r4, lir3,44cit
LIBERAL NOW 113111S—LOR MONTHLY PAYMIJITS • FREE INSTALIATROU
3 WAYS TO 1.PAY ATGOODYEAR 1.iitAII,P1blookinwaseffIn 2. 3.
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
USE OUR EASY PAY PLAN!
100 WEST STATE LINE num 472-1000 FULTON, KENTUCKY
STORE HOURS: S:00 AM to 6:00 PM Monday thru Friday &OD am to um Pm en sown*
lzkv
Page 4
-
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Spread Christmas cheer throughout the year—
by giving an entirely new look in Color Television...
or the lasting pleasure of beautiful Stereo music!
A. Huge 25" Screen' —the largest available today! Space-
saving Contemporary model 7120 will bring you wonderful view-
ing year after year! As with all models shown, it includes Quick-On
pictures and sound, Chromatone for picture depth and richer
colors, plus exclusive Bonded Circuitry chassis with 3 I.F. Stages
and Keyed AGC for superior reception and lasting reliability.
B. Today's most beautiful table model! Mediterranean styled
model 6286, with 19" screen', is uniquely styled fine furniture—
not just a square box! Also in Contemporary and Early American
styling. C. Charming, compact Early American console—
model 6334, with 21" screen', is also available in smart Con-
temporary styling. Why not treat yourself and your family to the
pleasure of owning today's most advanced Color TV—a magnifi-
cent Magnavox Remote control optional (except for model 7120).
'diagonal measure
,s
$59850
1/at....4411.
$329"
D. Astro-Sonic Stereo —
model 3643, in popular Mediterranean styling, offers 20-Watts
EIA music power, two High-Efficiency 10* Bass Woofers, two
2,000 cycle Exponential Horns, plus exclusive Micromatic Record
Player. Along with complete audio controls, it also includes simple
plug-in provisions for optional Magnavox remote speakers and
tape player or recorder. Concealed swivel casters permit easy
moving. As with all models shown—sound is projected from both
sides and front of the cabinet to extend thrilling stereo separation
to the very width of your room. Also available in tasteful Modern
and early American styling. Your choice!
429"
Mobile Pedestal Base optional
Enjoy the full beauty of music!
Whether listening to thrilling stereo FM, noise-free and
drift-free Monaural FM, powerful AM radio, or your favo-
rite recordings—a Magnavox Stereo Radio-Phonograph will
bring you uncompromised listening enjoyment year after
year! And—a Magnavox stereo is as beautiful to see as it is
to hear! There's an authentic style to enhance any room.
E. Modestly-priced charmirarly American—solid-state
model 3422 has 15-Watts EIA music power, two 8" and two 5"
speakers, plus precision Automatic Record Player. In addition to
complete audio controls, it also includes provisions for optional
remote speakers and tape player. Also available in Modern and
Mediterranean styling. Come in fora demonstratioriday. .. dis-
cover the better sound of a Magnavox stereo!
See over 60 Color TV models from
279"
TAC TOTAL AUTOMATIC
COLOR SYSTEM
Magnavox now brings you a color TV with a built-in
memory! TAC keeps flesh tones natural—pictures sharp
—automatically! No more jumping up to adjust controls
—no more green or purple faces! TAC always remembers
to give you perfectly-tuned pictures with the.right colors.
And—these superb Magnavox Color TV have Ultra-
Rectangular, Ultra-Bright screens for more viewing area,
less glare, and fabulous life-like realism! They're the
closest yet to a motion picture screen! Come in . .
see for yourself—a Magnavox has everything!
'459"
219°
F. Perfect for smaller rooms or apart-
ments—solid-state model 3320, in tasteful
Contemporary styling, is only 36" wide; yet
offers outstanding listening enjoyment,
10-Watts EIA music power, four high-fidelity
speakers, precision Automatic Player, plus pro-
visions for 'optional Magnavox remote speakers
for listening enjoyment in other rooms. As with
all models shown;Viding top panels open to
player, all controls, an&convenient record stor-
age area. Also available in attractive Colonial
and Mediterranean styling. Yo& must see and
hear them to appreciate their rehs.rkable per-
formance. They are also available withoit Stereo
FM/AM radio—only $169.50.
only 249.90.. .portable Stereo from only *59.90
WADE TELEVISION
45-31 By-Pass Fulton, Kentucky
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Waterlands Group Will
Attend 13 Shows In '71
MURRAY, Ky.-Tom Brown,
Murray, chairman of Kentucky's
Western Waterlands Inc., ex-
aibits and shows committee, has
innounced that the Kentucky
Lake-Lake Barkley area will be
epresented at 13 travel, sports
and boat shows in 1971 in the In-
terest of attracting tourists to
the area.
Approximately 150,000 color
zrochures relating to facilities
and recreational attractions will
be distributed at the following
places in cooperation with the
Kentucky Department of Public
Information and tourism areas:
Milwaukee, Chicago (2),
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Colum-
bus, Indianapolis, Ft. Worth-
Dallas, St. Louis, Kansas City,
Detroit, Memphis and Atlanta.
The brochure will be enlarged
from the 1970 edition and attrac-
tiveness through color pictures
has been Improved, according
to Carl Hamilton, Benton, .and
chairman of the KWW publick
tions committee. Hamilton said,
in a report to directors, that
study is being given to increas-
ing the number to be printed in
view of the increased demand
for the attractive brochure. Dis-
tribution of the brochure will
start in January.
The KWW organization will
continue to sponsor September-
test, a square dance festival,
for 1971. The 1970 event attract-
ed participants - from 10 states
and Canada.
L. B. Harper, chairman of
Kentucky's Western Waterland
Inc., said the group's member-
ship campaign in the eight-coun-
ty area still is under way with
nearly 300 members now sup-
porting the program of devel-
opment and attracting tourists
to the lakes area.
FOR SALE
ENGLISH SET1 k.R BIRD DOGS
Eight Months Old
Ready to hunt this year
We own both sire and dam
- CONTACT -
James Needham 472-1412
Howard Milam 479-2500
SURVEY PRESENTED--Gov. Louie B. Nunn was presented with a copy of an
1819 survey of the Ohio River by Kenneth F. Harper, Commissioner of Public
Information. The historic document is composed of 427 pages of manuscript
and 103 sketches, displaying various points in the river between Pittsburg and
Louisville. The 151-year-old survey was found in a file cabinet in the Kentucky
secretary of state's office. (Gary Robinson Photo)
Mayfield Club Is Association For Area Learning Clinic
MAYFIELD, Ky., with specific learning disabili-lack Williamson, 247-5846 In
Mayfield Community Woman's ties Jan. 23-24 in Mayfield. Dr. Mayfield, co-chairmen for the
Club has been designated as the Charles Shedd, an authority on dyslexia program.
Association for Specific-Motor dyslexia, and his staff, will con- A school for dyslexic childrer
Disabilities for the Purchase duct the testing. will begin in late January ot
area. Any parent desiring further in- early February. The school wit
The club will sponsor a formation is asked to call Mrs. be sponsored by the Community
screening clinic for children Joe Cole Jr., 247-1554 or Mrs. Woman's Club.
Court Rules
In Mayfield
School Case
MAYFIELD, Ky.,
The Court of Appeals has ruled
on the appeal of Usher and Gar-
dner, Inc., from Graves Circuit
Court on the Mayfield Indepen-
dent School Board's condemna-
tion of 42.3 acres of land in
Southeast Mayfield.
The court affirmed the May-
field school board's power of
eminent domain to acquire the
land under the method provided
under KRS 416.120.
But the court found that the
trial court erred in determining
the time of taking of the land
for valuation purposes and also
erred by excluding evidence of
comparable sales offered by evi-
dence of the landowner.
The issues of danages, which
were $170,000, decided in Graves
Circuit Court, is still in question
and this must be tried again be-
fore a Graves County jury.
If the jury decides that more
is required in price for the land,
then the school board will pay
the difference above $170,000.
And, if the jury decides in less
than the previous price, then the
owners of the land will return
the overage portion, plus inter-
est.
Attorneys for t h e appealate
have 20 days to ask for a re-
hearing before the court of ap-
peals. The suit w a s filed in
June, 1968 and later a Graves
jury affirmed the taking of the
land and set a price of $170000
SAVE UP TO 50% AND MORE -- ALL SALES FINAL - SALE STARTS
LIVING ROOM SUITES 1st FLOOR
REGULAR SALE
Spanish  $329.95 $209.95
Spanish Gold  $519.95 $299.95
3- Piece Traditional $429.95 $289.95
3- Piece Traditional  $399.95 $288.88
Sofa and Love Seat $399.95 $259.95
Sofa Traditional $209.95 $149.95
2- Piece Traditional $279.95 $189.95
Odd. Early American Sofa _ _ _ $229.95 $169.95
OCCASIONAL CHAIRS 1ST. FLOOR
REGULAR SALE
Green Swivel  $127.50 $ 88.88
Gold Platform Rocker  $ 64.95 $ 48.88
Green Recliner Spanish $122.50 $ 88.88
Green Platform Rocker  $ 84.50 $ 59.95
Occasional Chair   $ 49.95 $ 34.88
Gold Occasional Chair   $134.50 $ 88.88
IOCCASIONAL TABLES 1ST. FLOOR
REGULAR SALE
Commode Spanish  $ 67.50
3 - Piece Marble Traditional _ _ _ $209.95
Coffee- Spanish 
  $ 74.50
Coffee-Maple _ _ $ 52.50
Coffee - French Marble Top _ $ 72.50
Colonial Commode Table $ 67.50
Dram Table Maple $ 64.50
End Table Maple _ $ 64.50
Coloneie Table-Spanish _ _ _ _ $ 72.50
C011011411arh1e Top $ 64.50
All living room, occasional,
dining room and bedroom
furniture and appliances
priced w/t.
$ 42.50
$109.95
$ 47.50
$ 34.50
$ 39.95
$ 38.00
$ 38.00
$ 34.00
$ 42.50
$ 38.00
Tree Lamps $ 16.95 $ 6.88
Men's Valet Stand $ 16.50 $ 12.50
Electric Carving Knife $ 11.50 $ 5.88
CARPET
REGULAR SALE
15- Ft. Wide Green Nylon $7.95 $4.99 Sq. Yd.
15 - Ft. Wide Gold Nylon $7.95 $4.99 Sq. Yd.
15- Ft. Wide Gold Acrilan _ _ $8.95 $5.50 Sq. Yd.
12- Ft. Wide Gold Nylon _ _ _ $7.95 $4.99 Sq. Yd.
12- Ft. Wide Blue Nylon _ _ _ $6.95 $3.99 Sq. Yd.
12- Ft. Wide Green Nylon _ _ $6.95 $3.99 Sq. Yd.
- OVER 40 ROLLS IN STOCK -
c a
a Free Delivery aa si
a a
C a
a
I td111111011101 WWWWWWWWWWWWWWW IIIIIIIVIIIIIIIMRIVIARIVIIVII1111111111111111111011111 0
APPLIANCES
REGULAR SALE
13 - Ft. GE Refrigerator  $249.95 $159.95
16 - Ft. Frostless  $369.95 $269.95
16- Ft. Upright Freezer $259.95 $199.95
21 - Ft. Chest Freezer  $299.95 $199.95
Deluxe Gas Range 
  $229.95 $159.95
Electric Range $229.95 $159.95
Maple Mere()  $159.95 $109,95
Now thru Saturday
ayeemucee• care EIS411110
Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
"The Last Word In
Thrillers Terrific"
Jethro's Cousin
HARTFORD, Ky. In
a review before an examination
on Greek Poetry, teacher Roger
Frizzel asked one boy: "Who
was Homer?"
"He's a cousin of Jethro,"
plied the boy.
Natural Title
NEW YORK It had to
happen. A movie has been made
with the title "It." It is rated
GP, basically for general audi-
ences.
on the acreage. The appeal was
made following the decision in
lower court by Usher and Gar-
dner. Inc.
FRI., SAT., SUN.,
NOV. 20-21-22
- PLUS
FVFS
"A LONG RIDE
FROM HELL"
MUST BE SOLD
BEFORE DEC. 1st
LIVING ROOM 2ND. FLOOR
REGULAR SALE
3- Piece Black Vynal Spanish $299.95
2 - Piece E. American Floral _ _ $329.95
2- Piece Black Spanish _ _ 
 $299.95
2 - Piece Black Spanish  $239.95
Ride - A - Beds $269.95
Odd Sofas $ 99.95
$150.00
$200.00
$200.00
$149.95
$169.95
$ 4915
BED ROOM SUITES 2ND. FLOOR
3- Piece Oak Bassett $729.95 $499.95
3- Piece Oak  $429.95 $299.95
3 - Piece Maple $269.95 $195.00
3 - Piece Walnut $199.95 $148.00
3- Piece Green $204.50 $148.00
3- Piece Walnut  $159.95 $119.95
DINETTES 2ND. FLOOR
REGULAR SALE
7 - Piece Woodgrain $109.95 $78.88
7 - Piece Inlay $ 89.95 $62.50
5 - Piece Round $ 59.95 $38.88
7- Maple Mates Chairs $169.00 $84.00
REGULAR SALE
6 - Gun Maple $99.95 $76.08
Maple Bookcase $49.95 $36.95
Wade Furniture Company
112 Lake Street. Fulton "Trade With Wade And Save' 472-1501
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So MUCH. . .
for so LITTLE...
**********
Only 5C per word
to reach
6,500 Homes
Automatic Speed Queen
washer, works well, $35.00.
Ann Covington, 303 Covington
Ave. 479-2229.
WHAT ARE YOUR PLANS
FOR 1971? Make $4 hourly
spare time supplying families
with Rawleigh Products. Con-
tact Mr. Babcock, 223 E. Main,
Freeport, Ill., Phone 815-232-
4161.
NEW FOR CHRISTMAS
We are offering for the first
time in this area, plastic floral
arrangements and center
pieces. Handcrafted by us in
all the colors of the rainbow.
Although we will not have
enough for everyone, the early
shopper will be able to give the
gift that will be a beautiful
conversation piece for years to
come. Use our law-away.
ALLEN'S POTTERY
Martin Hi.way
So. Fulton, Tenn,
Maksilirr Parr
MOiSILE HOME SALES
—Better Homes
— 
Better Prices
Beller Service
Open 7 Days A Week
— Bank Rate Financing
Makshirr Parr
MOBILE HOME SALES
20117 East Reelfoot Avenue
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
Phone $541151
ARC tiny toy Poodles. De-
posit will hold for Christmas.
Poodle Pamper Parlor, 803
Covington Ave. South Fulton;
479-2229.
Deluxe RCA dryer, used less
than year. Ann Covington, 303
Covington Ave; 479-2229.
SEA' DRIVERS NEEDED
Experience helpful but not
necessary, for local and over
the road hauling. You can earn
$10,000 to $15,000 per year after
short training. For application,
call 615-242-3439, or write Safe-
ty Dept., United Systems, Inc.,
Terminal Bldg., 404 Arlington
Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee,
37210.
'RENT Wheelchairs, crutches
and other convalescent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 406 bake
St. Fulton, Ky
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
MAN OR WOMAN
Reliable person from this
area to service and collect
from automatic dispensers. No
experience needed . . . we es-
tablish accounts for you. Car,
references and $995.00 to U*5.-
00 cash capital necessary. 4 to
12 hours weekly nets excellent
monthly income. Full time
more, For local interview,
write, include telephone num-
ber, Eagle Industries, 3938
Meadowbrook Road, St. Louis
Park, Minnesota 55426.
WANTED!
City Tire Co.
101 W. State Line
B. nib's 071141741
MSU Coeds Sending
Cookies To GIs
MURRAY, Ky.—Baking 2,000
cookies is a king-sized job.
But for coeds living In Wells
Hall at Murray State University
It was a labor of love. A recent
three-day cookie-baking mara-
thon was one phase of a project
to prepare Christmas packages
for fighting men in three com-
bat platoons In Vietnam.
To be mailed this week to in-
sure delivery by Christmas
Day, the gifts to about 120 GIs
also include canned goods, can-
dy, photographs of the campus
and the coeds, tapes of Christ-
mas carols and conversation
from the girls, and message
scrolls.
Almost all of the 193 women
living in the dormitory have
made some contribution to the
project that began about a
month and a half ago.
"A lot of us are emotionally
involved because we have broth-
ers, boy friends and just good
friends who are there and can-
not be home for Christmas,"
said Nancy Gibson of Carbon-
dale, II., a senior elementary
education and English major.
Her roommate, Susan Cotten
of Gilbertsville, a senior speech
and speech and hearing major
who is also president of the dor-
mitory, said the idea caught
fire and everybody plunged in
together in the "real spirit of
Christmas."
To be distributed to the men
by their platoon leaders, the in-
dividually-wrapped gifts are be-
ing sent to platoons In line out-
fits who have been engaged In
heavy fighting. Two of the pla-
toons were among the first units
to go into Cambodia and the
third was on Hamburger Hill.
The units are:
Mortar Platoon, 2nd Battalion,
501st Infantry, 101st Airborne
Division; 1st Platoon, Company
B. 2nd Battalion, 7th Infantry,
1st Air Cavalry Division; and
1st Platoon, Company C. 2nd
Battalion, 7th Infantry, 1st Air
Cavalry Division.
The G-If Strike Is Evidently Over
production hasn't started yet due to local
agreements not yet signed.
We feel that NOW we can START TALK-
ING 'TRADE" with you on the new 1971
Chevrolets and Buicks because they should
be coming soon.
We have a good supply of used 1S9 and 1970
models in Buicks and Chevrolets that are
rated "OK" and are extra-good buys. If you
can't wait for a new one We can show you
one almost new!
We have a salesman on duty MW
Monday thru Friday until 6:
"Rae the best deals are TANA NAPE"
"SEE INE IF TIESE SALESMEN" - -
Nike Williams, Wane Tick, lass Williams, Maim Taylor,
Verses Spraus ad Is. Taylor
311 111111AY NIUE 412-2411
sturday
LVI/6 Mhos.
VD' infigkillausaNr
Laval
come Wain
- Tues.
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$148.00
$148.00
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SALE
$78.88
$62.50
$38.88
$84.00
SALE
Townspeople and business
firms in Murray donated almost
all of the $184 collected and the
canned goods and candy. Money
was used to buy film for mak-
ing photographs, for tapes and
tor baking goods for the cookies,
as well as for mailing costs.
Several of the coeds went
house-to-house in Murray on
one evening, and another group
called on merchants in town a
few days later.
"The response was super,"
according to Sandra Judge, a
junior business education major
from Syracuse, N.Y.
Despite the "many, many
hours of work that went Into the
project," Miss Judge said the
experience had plenty of fun
moments.
"Did you ever try baking
2,000 cookies in 72 hours with
about 100 cooks in three kitch-
ens using one rolling pin?" she
quipped. "I never want to look
another cookie in the face."
Both the department of mili-
tary science and the Veterans
Club on campus assisted in the
project, helping to choose the
platoons to receive the gifts and
lending encouragement to the
girls.
Coeds involved in the project
agreed that the most impressive
thing about it was the spirit of
unity among the girls in the dor-
mitory despite a wide variance
of personal feelings about the
war.
"It was a marvelous and
heartwarming experience to
work with a group with such a
common purpose," Miss Gibson
said. "Whenever a job needed
to be done, whoever had the
time at that moment pitched in
and did it."
One of the messages on the
200 feet of scroll being sent to
the men probably said it best:
"God be with you all for the
fantastic job that you're doing
for all of us . ."
Shopping Cart
Casualties.
Myrtle picked out a shopping
cart at the market, placed her
baby son in the front seat, buck-
led the strap and made her way
to the vegetable section. But as
she was examing the lettuce, the
child burst through the strap and
fell to the floor.
In short order, Myrtle sued the
store for damages. She said the
strap was so badly worn that it
should have been replaced.
"That is possible," countered
the company, "but it is also pos-
sible that the child put excessive
strain on the strap. She admits
she was not looking at him at
Kentucky 18th
In Road Deaths
During 1969
FRANKFORT. Ky. A
final count of Kentucky hignway
deaths in 1969 shows the state
ranked 18th nationally in road
fatalities. Kentucky had 5.7
deaths per million miles travel-
ed slightly above the national
average of 5.3. The death rate
on the Mountain Parkway, the
country's most dangerous toll
road in 1968 with 20.8 fatalities
per million miles, fell to 5.0 last
year. Howeve r, the mile-
age death rate rose on the
state's other parkways.
the moment he fell, so she just,
does not know how hard he was
squirming."
Nevertheless, the court held
the store liable. The judge said
the strap should have been sturdy
enough to withstand all the pres-
sure a baby was likely to exert.
In supplying shopping carts to
its customers, a store must live
up to basic standards of safety.
Furthermore, it. must keep a
reasonably watchful eye on the
way the carts are handled.
In another case, a small boy
began trundling a cart briskly
through the aisles, even though
he could hardly see where he was
going. Finally, coming around a
corner, he slammed into a start-
led woman shopper.
Here, too, the management was
held liable. The court pointed out
that the boy had been circulat-
ing for more than 10 minutes,
time enough for employees to
bring him to.a halt.
Still, a store is not liable if
the accident cannot be traced in
some way to its negligence. Take
this case:
A woman suffered a sprained
finger when the shopping cart she
was pushing tame to a sudden
stop. It seems that a stray piece
of string had somehow gotten
tangled around a wheel, locking
it tight.
But when she filed suit for
damages, a court could find no
grounds for blaming the manage-
ment. The court said this was the
kind of an accident that would
simply have to be chalked up to
bad luck. As one judge put it:
"The shopper hears some of
the hazards of life inside a super-
market as well as outside."
Wreck Fatal
To Teacher
Miss Katherine Bradshaw,
longtime South Fulton teacher
who retired earlier this year, was
fatally injured about 11:40 a.m.
Thursday when the car she was
driving was involved in 2 headon
collision on a highway just west
of the Mississippi River bridge
at Charleston, Mo.
Miss Bradshaw, who was 66,
died about 1:50 p.m. Thursday In
Missouri Delta Hospital in Sikes-
ton, Mo.
Critically injured was her
sister, Mrs. Novella Johnston
of Ridgely. Mrs. Johnston was
in the same hospital today under-
going treatment for fractures of
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the left arm and leg, multiple
lacerations and internal injuries.
An unidentified Army ser-
geant from Texas was In the other
car and also received major in-
juries. His condition, however
was termed "satisfactory."
Miss Bradshaw was reported
driving a 1963 Chevrolet when
the car ran oft the shoulder of the
highway. When she pulled the car
back onto the highway, she col-
lided with the oncoming ser-
vice man's auto. Both ears were
demolished.
Born July 9, 1904 In Obion
County, Miss Bradshaw was the
daughter of the late Dewitt and
Mrs. Anna Brady Bradshaw. she
spent much of her life in the El-
bridge community before moving
to Fulton in 1952.
She was a member of the First
United Methodist Church in Ful-
ton, the Women's Society of
Christian Service, the Obion
County Teachers Associationand
the Order of the Eastern Star, of
which she was a past Worthy M•-
tron.
She leaves four other sis-
ters, Mrs. J. C. Roberts of
Route 4, Fulton, Mrs. Clifford
Stephens of Route I, Dread's,
Mrs. Quinn Summers of Pcoglas
Springs, Colo., and Mrs. GUy UP-
ton Sr. of Fisk, Mo. A brother,
Denver Bradshaw, preceded
her in death.
FOR MERRIER GIFTING
IA0 N.%womo o
fx,AittiAti,Pteilyi4ttlq71
IF YOU OPEN A CHRISTMAS CLUB NOW
Relaxed and carefree ... now? Is that any way to start
a Christmas gifts shopping spree? You bet it is. If you're
already a Christmas Club member, you know what we
mean. If not, join. Simply deposit a small sum each week.
Then, when Christmas '71 rolls around and it's time for
gift buying. . . well, you'll be sittin' pretty.
Join our 1971 Christmas Club today . . .
small savings add up to a big check.
Our 1970 Christmas Cheeks will be mailed on November 21, 1970
to those hundreds of people who planned ahead with regular
weekly Christmas Club Savings. Make sure you have enough
money for Christmas next year. Join our 1971 Christmas Club
now. 1971 Christmas Club starts November 23, 1970.
A FULL
SE RV10E
BANK
Bank At The Bank For
Busy People: THIS BANKI
BANKAMERICARD
CITY NATIONAL BANK
FULTON, KENTUCKY
MEMBER FEDERAL REIMMIVI
MEMBER FDIC
•SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES
•INSTALLMENT LOAN DEPARTMENT
• CHECKING & SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
• FREE CUSTOMER PARKING
Offering T-V Drive In Convenience
W1liSIWIN6
U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
SWIFT EMPIRE
TOM TURKEYS
with other purchases
20 to 22 Lb. 
lb. 
29c Limit"!"
Average Please
WILLIAMS
COUNTRY SAUSAGE Lb. 59c
U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
SWIFT EMPIRE
TOM TURKEYS
16 TO 20 LB.
AVERAGE lb 374
HYDE PARK
BREAD 20-oz. loaf 3 for 89c
29-oz.
2' srzr:
CAN
HUNT'S
PEACHES
25c Limit "4" CansPer Family
OLD JUDGE
COFFEE lb. 89c
HART'S
CREAM STYLE CORN
441.
WHOLE KERNEL
15 oz. 6 303 Size ci4'.11CANS
KRAFT
VELVEETA 2 lb. box $1.09
EAGLE RIVER FRESH
CRANBERRY JUICE
at 39(
PARK LANE OR FESTIVAL
ICE CREAM 1/2 Gallon 59c
HEINZ STRAINED
BABY FOOD
10 jAIIS
SWIFT'S OR TURNER'S
ICE MILK 12 Gallon  45c
**WITH THIS COUPON**
ROBIN HOOD
FLOUR5 lb. .bag 49
(,00d Through NOV. 25TH, 1970.
E.W. James & Sons, South Fulton, Tenn.
We Will Be Closed All Day
— THANKSGIVING —
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144000`
MAXI SAVINGS
1:1-AMigirgtONSISPECii SAVE!
U. S. GOVERNMENT
LB.
WHOLE
FRYERS
INSPECTED
Thur.
Fri. &25t Sat.
SMOKED
LB.
WHOLE
REELFOOT
49t
HAM
17  to Average20
er
Lb.
BREAST Lb. 59c
LEGS & THIGHS Lb 49c
WINGS Lb. 25c
BACKS -  Lb. 19c
LEGS Lb. 69c
THIGHS  Lb. 49c
NECKS  Lb. 15c
GIZZARDS  Lb. 49c
CUT-UP FRYERS Lb. 29c
ROASTING CHICKENS Lb. 33c
REELFOOT BUTT HALF
SMOKED HAMS Lb. 59c
REELFOOT SHANK PORTION
SMOKED HAMS - Lb. 45c
KR EY ( FuRy Cooked. Boneless Whole or Half)
GOURMET HAMS Lb. 99c
REELFOOT BONELESS (Whole or Half)
VISICING HA/4S Lb. 99c
REELFOOT
SMOKED PICNICS Lb. 49c ,
LOIN CUT
PORK CHOPS Lb. 79c
PORK QUARTER
LOIN SLICED Lb. 65c
DUCKLINGS  Lb. 59c
LARGE
FRESH HENS Lb. 49c
SLICED HOUSIERVALLEY t
BACON lb. 49v SIRLOIN u.s.CHOICESTEAK lb. 894
CENTER CUT
PORK CHOPP.69c
END CUT
PORK CHOPSlb 4
KRAFT
MIRACLE
Salad
WHIP
Dressing
and
excluding
**WITH
additional
,
THIS COUPON**
$5.00 purchase
Milk & Tobacco rite
Products, and 29 lb. 14
Empire Tom Turkeys. 0
Limit I Coupon Per Family.
HYDE PARK
BISCUITS 6 Cans _ _ 59c
CONTADINA 8-oz.
TOMATO SAUCE 8-oz.  10c
JUICY SWEET
ORANGES 125 d. doz. 49c
IDAHO
RUSSETS POTATOES 100d. 2 lb. 29c
FANCY FLORIDA
CELERY
STALK lot
3 Doz. Size
FANCY CALIF.
CAULIFLOWER
SNOWY WHITE 49c
HEADS
OCEAN SPRAY FRESH
CRANBERRIES
lb Pkg 39t
U.S.NO I
YELLOW ONIONS3 lb. bag 19
LARGE FRESH
COCONUTS Each 29.4
JUICY
Eachl Ot
U.S. NO. I DELICIOUS
APPLES lb. 294
FANCY HOME GROWN
SWEET 2 lbs. 29
POTATOES
E. W. JAMES El$9N‘S fcr,
THIS AD GOOD FROM THURSDAY NOV. 19th THRU WEDNESDAY NOV. 25th, 19'70. 
&Pd'er".517:1-1 21:1111 
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
SWIFT EMPIRE
HEN TURKEYS
10 TO 16 LB.
AVERAGE 3.%
STOKELY'S —21/2 SIZE
PEARS 29-oz. 2 For 89c
U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
SWIFT BUTTERBALL
HEN TURKEYS
10 TO 14 LB.
AVERAGE lb. 594
MARY LOU
GREEN BEANS 15-oz. 7 For _ $1.00
EAGLE RIVER
CRANBERRYSAUCE
STRAINED
OR WHOLE
300 SIZE Can
mi!9 Li 2
le Please
COLONIAL
FRUIT CAKES 24-oz. 89c
NEWPORT
EARLY ALASKAN
SWEET PEAS
303 SIZE
CAN 11 St 
15-oz.
PR EAJA
COFFEE CREAMER 11-oz. ____ 29c
DOZEN
GRADE "A" LARGE
EGGS
49t
LUZANNE
INST. COFFEE 10-oz. 99,
HYDE PARK
PRE COOKED ROLLS
12 PER 'PKG.
3 FOR $1
CARNATION
EVAPORATED MILK 13-oz. Can 19c
 ‘000111401110000000t. 
**WITH THIS COUPON**
PILLSBURY
C KE MIX
boxes 794
Good Through NOV. 25TH, 1970.
E W James & Sons, South Fulton Tenn
We Excel)! U. S. Govr:rnmen1
—FOOD STAMPS—
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SUPPLEMENT TO:
UNION CITY DAILY MESSENGER
OBION COUNTY WEEKLY
WEAKLEY COUNTY PRESS
SHOPPER NEWS
FULTON COUNTY NEWS
HICKMAN COURIER
YOU ALWAYS SAVE MORE
WHEN YOU SHOP AT
LIBERTY
THE NEW, BEAUTIFUL AND ULTRA MODERN
YOUR
CECIL'S LIBERTY
MARKET
•
IS HOME OWNED
AND
. • HOME OPERATED
' . 
••• 
.
• • •
S.
•
•
PRICES GOOD
IN
UNION CITY
SO. FyiDuroN
MARTIN
OBION SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER UNITOELCITY, • • 74 •
OPENS ITS DOORS FOR SERVICE AND SAVINGS TO ALI.  IN THIS AREA
.• 2
LOCATED
• IN THE
THESE PRICES ARE GOOD FOR 8 BIG DAYSk - WED.. NOV. 18 THRU WED., NOV. 25
-
FEATURING
SPECIAL
DEPARTMENT
LUNCH
COUNTERON
PREMISES
BAKERY
HOT FOOD
DEPT.
CHARLES HYDE, MANAGER
* A
SI
,
V. Q. '*• '
• !,,• 1 I ' "'•  I. 11•114••
• X .1 /a 'AA • • •• WM* '
A f**,* • • •
amm.-
OPENTILMHONIGHT
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
STORE HOURS: 8:00 A.M. TIL MIDNIGHT
NOTE: WE WILL OPEN AT 8:30 WED., NOV. 18th ONLY.
(THESE HOURS ARE IN EFFECT AT UNION CITY STORE ONLY)
t
_
.-At•ft
2
FREE
BALLOONS
FOR
THE
KIDDIES
KENNETH ROBERTS, MKT. MGR.
8:30 A.M. WEDNESDAY, NOV. 18th IS THE DAY
YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR
WE FEATURE
US GOVT. INSPECTED AND GRADED PRIME
HEAVY MATURED BEEF
WE TABLE TRIM EVERY CUT TO REMOVE ALL
EXCESS BONE AND FAT. WE GUARANTEE EVERY
DOYLE BRADBERRY, BAKERY MGR. CUT TO BE TENDER.  PHILLIP MINYARD, ASST. STORE MGR.
OPEN 8:00 A.M. TILL 12:00 MIDNIGHT MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
WE
QUANTITIES
WE
FOOD
RESERVE
REDEEM
NONE
THE
SIAM
USDA
RIGHT
SOLD TO
TO
PS
LIMIT
DEALERS.
WE
SAVE
ORGANIZATION.
LIBERTY
WILL
YOUR
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IN
CASH
UNION
1% ON
THE
REGISTER
CITY.
ALL
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RECEIPTS
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TURN
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BE
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THEM
THEM
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PROPER
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MANAG
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SUGAR
GODCHAUX
, ITRA FINE GRANULATED
4 LB.
4 BAG
al...........
y OR
WITH $5.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDTNG ADVERTISED TOM TURKEYS
LB . 4
BAG
MAXWELL
COFFEE
FOLGERS
HOUSE
OLD JUDGE
LIMIT 1
POUND
CAN
79,PEACHESSACRAMENTO
IN HEAVY
SYRUP LIMIT
NO. 21/2
CAN
4 
254
I
THE
VEGETABLE
SHORTEN
FINEST
WORLD'
II
IN
DEL MONTEJUICE PINEAPPLE46 OZ. CAN 29t EAT PIES KITCHEN8LIMITOZ. SIZE tTREAT 198 .ICEPORK N
 BEANsrvorldrFRuIT PIES KITCHEN203 SIZETREAT 25,
LIMIT 4
cR
I
SCOTT TISSUE 4pRA.cLKL 394CREAM PIES KITCHEN TREAT141/2 OZ. SIZE 254 AN
CHILI KELLY'SWITH BEANS 15½ OZ 29tORANGE JUICESEALSWEETFROZEN12 OZ. CAN 25tpo
BEAN G i tQ EU AI CT K N CO OR OT Kii E N NPINTO 4 LB. 3AG5 9tDINNERS KITCHEN11 MEATOZ. TREATSIZE 394CO '
LARD
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The Fulton Bank, one of the
area's financial institutions, will
reach a milestone in its long and
proud history on November 27,
1970.
The bank with an appropriate
slogan, "The Big Friendly Bank,"
which no doubt accounts for its
vast growth, will be observing 25
years of financial service to the
twin city area next week.
With two of its original or-
ganizers still active in bank af-
fairs, Maxwell McDade and Frank
Beadles, the bank's policy of keep-
ing abreast of the growth and de-
velopment of the area has chron-
icled a significant history from its
first small quarters, to a massive
remodeling program in 1953 to its
spacious, handsome and ultra-
modern bank building of today.
With its own dedication to
building a community, its policies
have been instrumental in de-
veloping a huge face-lifting for its
neighbor businesses, transforming
a core business section into a vig-
orous, well-groomed and hand-
some business community.
The Fulton Bank opened for
business on Lake Street November
27, 1945, the charter having been
granted August 8, 1945.
Founders of the Bank were
iix Fulton businessmen, headed by
Smith Atkins, Others were Ira
Little, Bob White, Maxwell Mc-
Dade, Gilson Latta, and Frank
Beadles.
Only two men have served as
president of the Fulton Bank:
Smith Atkins who served for 20
years, and Maxwell McDade, who
was named to the position follow-
ing the death of Mr. Atkins in
1965.
Three have served in the posi-
tion of chairman of the board. Ira
Little, the first board chairman,
who served until his death in
1952; Maxwell McDade, who suc-
ceeded him and served until 1965;
and Frank Beadles, the present
chairman.
James Duncan of Nashville
was the bank's first cashier and
was also vice president and a
member of the first board of direc-
tors.
Russell Pitchford was the
bank's second cashier, coming to
Fulton February 12, 1946. Pitch-
ford, who was succeeded by How-
ard Shaw in 1950, is now associat-
ed with a bank in Carthage, Ten-
nessee. Shaw lives in Mayfield
and is president of the Liberty
Savings Bank.
The next cashier was M. R.
Jeffress and when he was promo-
ted to executive vice president,
Harold Henderson, who was em-
ployed by the bank in 1960, be-
came the cashier. When Hender-
son became vice president Janu-
ary 1, 1969, he was succeeded by
Bill Scott.
There were three employes in
the bank when it opened in 1945—
James Duncan, cashier; Nell Nel-
son and Phyllis Ringo James.
There are now 21 fulltime em-
ployes in the bank, and Miss Mar-jorie Holder, head bookkeeper,
has 22 years' seniority.
The bank's officers and per-
sonnel, and the many and diversi-
fied services offered to the West
Kentucky and West Tennessee
area are reviewed here in appreci-
ation of the confidence and loyal
support given the financial in-
stitution through the years.
Fulton Bank officers, directors, and employes on opening day. November 27,1945, were left to right: James Duncan. Frank Beadles, Winkle Dillon, PidgeWilley, Jean Atkins. Gilson Latta. Ira Little. Smith Atkins, Phyllis Ringo,R. H. White, Nell Nelson, and Maxwell McDade.
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Condensed 
Statement of 
Condition
Fulton, Kentucky
at the close 
of 
businsas, 
DeCenlbet 31, 1945
RESOURSES
Cash and Due 
'From Banks
'United States 
Governm 
ties
ent Securi 
BondsMunicipal
Federal Funds 
Sold
Loans and 
Discounts
Bank Premises 
and Parking 
Lot
Furniture and 
Fixtures
Other Assets
TOTAL 
RESOURCES
LIABILITIES
Capital Stock
Surplus
'Undivided Profits
Deposits
Officers' Checks
Dividend 
Declared. Not Yet 
Payable
Reserves
TOTAL 
LIABILITIES
a Loss
NEARLY
•• TEN•:
1 MILLION
I DOLLARS
219,19"1
12'7,0'1239
None
None
None
.7e5:41
$ 
368,349.73
50,000.00
10,00(0°.
769.31'
308,520.54
598.50
None
None
$ 
368,349.13
THANKS
to your confidence
and
loy 1,support
1970
Condensed Statement of Condition
FULTON BANK
Fulton, Kentucky
at the Close of Business, November 13, 1970
RESOURCES
Cash and Due From Banks
United States Government Securities 
Municipal Bonds 
Federal Funds Sold
Loans and Discounts 
Bank Premises and Parking Lot 
Furniture and Fixtures 
Other Assets 
TOTAL RESOURCES
LIABILITIES
 $ 1,579,455.29
1,768,616.19
1,375,825.62
200,000.00
4,256,059.13
172,922.08
52,741.16
14,082.10
$ 9,419,701.57
$ 137,500.00
162,500.00
358,109.54
8,707,720.98
309.14
53,561.91
$ 9,419,701.57 •
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• •
MAXWELL F. McDADE, President • •
• •
FRANK T. BEADLES, Chairman of 
• •
the Board • 
•
M. R. JEFFRESS, Executive Vice Pres. 
•a. 
• 
••HAROLD D. HENDERSON, Jr. • 
•, 
•Vice President 
•
•i WILLIAM J. SCOTT, Cashier I• •
• 
•LEROY SAWYER, Manager Installment 
• •Loan Department 
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
• 
•
• 
•
• 
•
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•
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DIRECTORS
Frank T. Beadles
Maxwell F. McDade
M. R. Jeffress
Harold D. Henderson, Jr,
Robert T. Peterson
James 0. Butts
Under the glistening chandelier at the en-
trance to the Fulton Bank, three of the Bank's top
executives confer. From left are Maxwell McDade,
president; M. R. Jeffress, executive vice president;
and Frank Beadles, chairman of the board of di-
rectors.
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Taking a moment to relax in the informal setting of the Customer Lounge are, from left,James Butts, a member of the board of directors; Maxwell McDade, president: HaroldHenderson, vice president; Dr. Robert T. Peterson, member of the board; M. R. Jeffress,executive vice president; and Frank Beadles, chairman of the board. Butts is president ofOffice Outfitters, Inc., Beadles is president of Fulton Ice Company, and McDade is headof a vast road-building and construction firm.
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Pen and pad in hand, Mrs. Linda Wad-a is ready to take a letter for M. R. Jeffress, vice
• 
president of the Fulton Bank. Jeffress' office is handsomely decorated with art objects he
collects.
•
•
•
• 
Mr. Jeffress is the executive officer of the bank. He has his pulse on all activities
• 
and all departmsnts of the daily operation of the Fulton Bank. He also handles invest-
• 
ments, is consulted on personnel matters, and other areas of the bank's finances.
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• Harold Henderson, vice president, gives instructions to his secretary, Miss Linda • •
• Hicks. The print on the wall behind Henderon is a Ray Harm. The Fulton Bank Is • •
• decorated with many other Ray Harm prints. • •
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• Mr. Henderson is the officer who passes on all loans made by the Fulton Bank. The • •
Small Loan Department Is a function of his • department. In addition to these financial de- • •
• • •cisions, Mr. Henderson handles the external affairs of the bank. 
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OUR CASHIER
William (Bill) Scott
-Is that clear enough?" Cashier Bill Scott seems to be asking. Mrs. Jo Ella Parrott
takes dictation.
Mr. Scott's title as cashier means just that. His
responsibility is supervise all record-keeping, the
activities of the tellers' departments, and in addi-
tion handle all of the bank's advertising and pro-
motions, and the internal affairs of the bank.
James and Dorothy Walker of Fulton en-
joy the Fulton Bank's customer service.
Cashier Bill Scott consults with them.
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• Leroy Sawyer, installment loan manager, consults with loan collector Bill Holman. • •
• Waiting to assist are Miss Dotty Harrison, Mrs. Linda Jackson, and Mrs. Carolyn But- • 0
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• While Mrs. Linda Jackson studies a re- 
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• Down on his knees to be of service in the cord from the file drawer Leroy Sawyer, in- 
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• loan department, loan collector Bill Holman stallment loan managerelps Pucke •• finds a file for Mrs. Carolyn Butler and Miss Puckett lives in Union City but prefers to do 
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business with the Fulton Bank. 
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Marjorie Holder, Supervisor
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Miss Marjorie Holder and Miss. Judy Henderson (seated) show
bank director Dr. Robert Peterson how the proof machine works.
The proof machine records every transaction made in the bank in one
day.
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Is at her left, operating the proof
on the telephone. Examining
Ruddle, Miss Pat Archer, 
Is Mrs. Hodges.
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• Depositor Henry Adams of Fulton is assisted by teller Joan Williams and director
• James Butts. Other tellers, from Mrs. Williams' left, are Mrs. Mabel Bard, Mrs. Willett°
• Kearney, and Mrs. Laura Stephens.
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• First to arrive at the
• 
Fulton Bank in the morn-
• 
ing, and last to leave at
• 
night, is A. T. Johnson.
• 
Johnson serves as custod- •
• 
ian and mail clerk.
• 
Drive-In service at the Fulton Bank is so convenient, president •
• 
Maxwell McDade uses it himself. Mrs. Charlene Hodges. at left, and
• 
Miss Pat Archer are ready to assist.
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Directors Take A Close View
In the bookkeeping department, Frank
Beadles, chairman of the board of directors,
needs to look in the file cabinet. Miss Penny
Winston and Miss Faye Ruddle offer their as-
sistance,
James Butts, a member of the Fulton
Bank's board of directors, watches as Miss
Pat Archer posts the general ledger.
Customers Get A Wide View
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In the attractive, spacious Interior of the Fulton Bank, customers can relax and let the
• 
bank's uleasant, experienced personnel serve them. Mrs. Linda Wade is on the telephone
• 
in the foreground. Behind her, at left, are Mrs. Jo Ellu Parrott and Miss Linda Hicks. Cash'
• 
ier Bill Scott is at the desk in the rear. •
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This clock displaying the "Last U. S. Silver Coins" The exquisite Silver Heritage Clock, with its 
•
• 
is a real conversation piece. The perfect gift for uncirculated U. S. Silver coins, some doting
any nculsinn• •
•
•
• SAMPLE MONEY 
bock to the 1870s symbolizes the fabulous
history of the American Silver Era.
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• Every Ten Minutes on November 24, 1970 ••
• •
•
• 
From eight o'clock tke morning, util tie bank closes 
••
• 
•
• at 2:11p. a. ten alarm clocks will sound off at ten-minute is- t •
• •
• tomb signaling a winner of REAL MONEY, ranging from 
•
•
• $1 to $5 at each alarm. Yes, there'll even he an alarm in the
•
• drive-in window.
•
•
• Registrations Begin On Thursday, November 19 ••
• •
• Drawing For Prizes Will Be On •
•
•
• Saturday, November 28 at 2:30 pm •
• •
• •
•
• Come see us ani register or ••
• •
• 
• valuable 25th Anniversary gifts ••
•
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GIFTS FOR YOU
Taesdap, November 24 will be an exciting day at the
Fallon Rank.
From 11:45 A. M. to 1:45 P. M., WM will he broad-
casting "live," from the beautiful foyer of the Fulton Bank,
interviewing customers and lending a colorful atmosphere to
the 25th Anniversary Celebration.
The Fulton Bank's personnel will be on hand as always,
with their friendly service, and sporting their 25th Anniver-
sary badge, as they will during all the week-long celebration.
The Fulton Bank will be closed Wednesday, November
25 and Thursday, November 26 (Thanksgiving).
NUMISMATIC
CLOCKS
Desk Clock Wall Clock
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